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ABSTRACT

The thesis is designed to assist residents of the Upper

San Pedro River Basin, Arizona, in their investigation of

alternative water management institutions. The concept of

institutions as rules used by communities to manage resources

is used to describe several alternatives for managing water

resources and then evaluate the alternatives with respect to

the needs of basin residents.

Alternatives include the Upper San Pedro status quo,

Arizona's Active Management Areas, the Phoenix Groundwater

Replenishment District, the Tucson Active Management Area

Water Augmentation Authority, the Orange County Water

District, the Kern County Water Agency, and instream flow

protection institutions in several western states. None of

the alternatives is found to be entirely appropriate for the

Upper San Pedro basin, though features of all of them may be

of interest to basin residents.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Setting of the Thesis 

This thesis has its origin in a project undertaken by an

interdisciplinary student/faculty team from the University of

Arizona during the 1990-91 academic year. The project was

coordinated with activities of the Cochise County Water

Management Council, which is an advisory group created by the

Cochise County Supervisors to study water issues and make

recommendations for future water management policies in the

Upper San Pedro River basin. The Council needed up-to-date

information on current and projected water resource conditions

and possible options for management changes, and enlisted the

cooperation of the university team to develop much of this

information.

Specific water resources issues addressed by the Council

and the university team included the status of future water

supplies in the face of projected economic and population

growth, possible impacts of water development on the San Pedro

Riparian National Conservation Area and other natural

environments, and options for institutional changes in the

management of the basin's water resources, should such changes

become necessary.

The university team focused its efforts on several

specific projects. Hydrologic flows were modeled in order to
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understand existing flows and make predictions about future

conditions. Patterns of water use and economic growth were

evaluated in order to predict future water demand, and legal

and institutional characteristics of the basin were

identified. Residents of the basin were surveyed as to their

water management values and objectives, and two management

models were developed to evaluate policies under different

climatic and economic scenarios. The team also began to

research alternative water management institutions, which is

the subject of this thesis.

Thesis goals 

One's first impression when considering water management

institutions is that the number of alternatives is virtually

unlimited. Communities throughout Arizona and other states

manage their water resources through hundreds or thousands of

different arrangements, with changes and new institutions

being developed every year. However, a major contention of

this thesis is that institutional arrangements are highly

particular to their community and resource settings. Rather

than simply "borrowing" an existing institution for use in the

Upper San Pedro basin, residents of the basin who wish to make

changes must be prepared to design an institution which

addresses their own particular needs and resource

characteristics.

This thesis has two primary goals. The first is to

provide context and a factual basis for future discussions of
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water management alternatives in the Upper San Pedro River

basin. To this end, the settings and operations of several

water management institutions in Arizona and other western

states are described in some detail.

The second goal of the thesis is to evaluate institutions

in order to reach conclusions about the kinds of institutions

or institutional features that are likely to be of most use to

residents in the Upper San Pedro basin. To achieve this goal,

it has been necessary to assume the presence of two management

goals (see below).

It is not the purpose of this thesis to assert the

existence of any particular resource problems. Residents of

the basin, using information developed by the university team

and others, will need to make judgments about possible

problems on their own. However, it is not possible to select

alternatives or evaluate institutions in the absence of

management goals. To focus the research and provide a basis

for making such evaluations, this thesis asserts the presence

of two broad management goals, both of which have been put

forward by numerous residents of the basin.

The first water management goal is sustainability of

water supplies for existing and future uses. This goal

includes protection of the basin's water resources from

potentially senior claims arising from the ongoing Gila River

General Adjudication. The second management goal is
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protection of the basin's riparian and other natural areas

from possible negative impacts of water resource development.

These two goals, while broad, are not intended to be

comprehensive, and the importance of these goals to

individuals in the basin will vary; however, for the purposes

of this thesis these goals will be used to illustrate the ways

in which institutions can be evaluated for their relevance to

residents of the Upper San Pedro basin.

Thesis Outline and Selection of Alternatives 

Chapter 2 presents a concept of institutions that has

been developed by a number of institutional scholars. This

concept is used throughout the thesis to describe key

institutional features, and to organize an evaluation of the

alternatives presented.

Chapter 3 presents a description of the physical

characteristics, history of development, and current water

management institutions in the Upper San Pedro River basin,

while Chapters 4-9 contain descriptions of a variety of

institutions that are being used to manage water resources in

Arizona and other western states. Since it is not possible to

present or evaluate all possible water management

institutions, those presented here have been selected to

illustrate specific features or approaches to the management

of water resources.

Arizona's Active Management Areas (AMAs; Chapter 4) were

chosen to represent Arizona's premier arrangement for managing
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its water resources. An AMA could be formed in the Upper San

Pedro basin without significant changes to state law, and thus

serves as a sort of "baseline" to compare other alternatives.

The focus of this alternative is on groundwater conservation,

though some augmentation features are also relevant.

The Tucson Active Management Area Water Augmentation

Authority (TWAA; Chapter 5) is a voluntary arrangement for

augmenting water supplies through improved efficiency of water

use and the introduction of new water supplies. Though the

details of its operations are largely undefined at present,

there has been strong interest expressed in this institution

by some residents of the Upper San Pedro basin.

The Phoenix Groundwater Replenishment District (PGRD;

Chapter 6) represents the "wave of the future" in Arizona

groundwater management, as the Department of Water Resources

has recently been pressing for an expansion of this concept

through its proposed rules for demonstrating an assured water

supply. The PGRD is heavily dependent on water augmentation,

but also has firmly defined resource goals and contains

provisions designed to decrease the use of groundwater to meet

those goals.

The Orange County Water District (OCWD; Chapter 7) was

selected to represent an exclusively supply-oriented approach

to the management of water resources. However, the OCWD also

illustrates the necessity for matching institutions to

resource and community characteristics, and includes some
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innovative financing arrangements which may be of interest to

Upper San Pedro residents.

The Kern County Water Agency (KCWA; Chapter 8) was

selected to illustrate the possibility of improving water use

efficiency by matching water supplies with particular

characteristics to appropriate water uses. As is true of the

Orange County alternative, the Kern County alternative also

demonstrates the necessity for matching institutions to

community characteristics, and contains some interesting

financing arrangements.

The protection of instream flows is a current issue of

great import to residents of the Upper San Pedro basin.

Though there is not much that basin residents can do to

influence future directions in the state management of

instream flows, the alternatives presented in Chapter 9

provide context for ongoing discussions and illustrate the

ways in which institutional arrangements can lead to different

outcomes. Instream flow protection institutions in Colorado,

Oregon, New Mexico, Washington, and Arizona are presented,

along with a discussion of the emerging public trust doctrine.

Chapter 10 presents the criteria that will be used to

evaluate the institutional alternatives for their ability to

achieve the stated management goals. Each of the alternatives

is also evaluated with respect to these criteria, with

conclusions presented in Chapter 11.
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CHAPTER 2. INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS

Definitions 

This thesis is designed to broaden and support

discussions of future water management possibilities in the

Upper San Pedro basin through the presentation and analysis of

a variety of water management institutions. Because the focus

of the thesis is to be on "institutions," a necessary first

step is to adequately define what is meant by that term.

In its most common usage, "institution" is used

interchangeably with words like "agency" and "organization" to

describe some kind of administrative structure. Sometimes the

term is used more broadly, to describe a complex structure of

relationships and activities such as the "institution" of

marriage. But while commonly used, the term is not very

rigorously defined in these contexts. A systematic approach

to the topic of alternative water management institutions

requires a more precise definition.

A number of definitions have been put forward by

institutional scholars and researchers. For example, W.H.

Riker (1982) defined institutions as "rules about behavior,

especially about making decisions." Institutional economist

John R. Commons (1950) defined institutions as "collective

action in control, liberation, and expansion of individual

action." Andrew Schotter (1981) defined institutions as "the
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alternative equilibrium standards of behavior or conventions

of behavior that evolve from a given game described by its

rules," while Charles Plott (1979) defined them as "the rules

for individual expression, information transmittal, and social

choice."

While this collection of scholarly definitions may seem

quite disparate or even contrary, many of them have in common

a reference to the concept of "rules." Rules are prescrip-

tions for behavior; they define what actions must, may, or may

not be taken. Taking the concept of rules a step further,

Larry L. Kiser and Elinor Ostrom (1982:379) stated that rules

"exist in a language shared by some community of individuals

rather than as the physical parts of some external environ-

ment." This definition distinguishes rules from physical

laws, which also constrain behavior, and implies that rules

are human artifacts, "subject to human intervention and

change" (Ostrom, 1986:5).

The concept of rules is important to the definition of

institutions that will be used in this thesis. Kiser and

Ostrom (1982:379) defined institutional arrangements as "the

rules used by individuals for determining who and what are

included in decision situations, how information is struc-

tured, what actions can be taken and in what sequence, and how

individual actions will be aggregated into collective

decisions." This definition provides a useful set of concepts

for the study of institutions, and will be used to focus the
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presentation and analysis of water management institutions in

this thesis. The definition is comprehensive, enables the

description of institutions in terms of individual components

(see below), and facilitates comparisons between different

institutions. With respect to water management in particular,

this thesis presents and analyzes collections of rules used by

communities to shape individual and collective behavior with

respect to water resources.

Typology of Rules 

Institutions, including water management institutions,

can be varied and complex. At first glance it seems that

defining institutions as a collection of rules does not

simplify the task of identifying alternative water management

institutions; defining all of the rules comprising any

particular institution would seem to be an enormous task.

However, a substantial body of work has been developed by

institutional scholars which indicates that, while the number

of individual rules in an institution may be large, these

rules tend to consist of a limited number of types (Kiser and

Ostrom, 1982; Ostrom, 1986; Gregg et al., 1991).

Specifically, Elinor Ostrom and others have stated that

the rules comprising an institution can be categorized into

one of seven types (Kiser and Ostrom, 1982; Ostrom, 1986):

1. "Position" rules identify the set of positions held by

participants in the institution. Examples of positions

include "water rights holder", "public (or private) water
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company", "regulator", "water user", and "irrigator".

Not all individuals with interests in a resource

necessarily hold positions; dissatisfaction arising from

such a situation often leads to changes designed to be

more responsive to these individuals (usually by creating

new positions).

2. "Boundary" rules describe conditions that individuals

must meet to fill a position, or to leave it.	 For

example, diversion and beneficial use of surface water

resources may qualify someone as an water rights holder,

state laws may specify conditions for serving as a

regulator, and other positions may be filled through

elections, petition, or appointment.

3. "Scope" rules identify the set of outcomes that can be

affected by position holders. For example, the scope of

an institution may be the control of ambient water

quality within a county, the enhancement of water

supplies within an improvement district, irrigation

within a specified district, or the achievement of safe

yield in a groundwater basin.

4. "Authority" rules describe the decisions and actions that

are available or unavailable to position holders at

specified times. They specify actions which are

required, prohibited, or permitted. Examples include the

authority of water rights holders to divert and use

surface water, the requirement that a regulator enforce
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well registration requirements, and the prohibition of

water users from diverting additional water without a

permit.

5. "Aggregation" rules relate actions available to

individual position holders (as described by the

authority rules) to collective outcomes (as described by

the scope rules). For instance, the prior appropriation

doctrine ("first in time, first in right") prioritizes

withdrawals of water rights holders by specifying that

senior appropriators have priority over junior

appropriators in times of shortage.	 Water quality

regulations may specify final outcomes (ambient water

quality) allowed to occur through collective actions by

individuals (the discharge of wastes from individual

operations).

6. "Information" rules specify the information that is

available or must be supplied to position holders when

making decisions.	 Examples include public hearing

requirements, well registration requirements, and

requirements for specific materials that must be

submitted with applications for a change in water use.

7. "Payoff" rules specify the distribution of costs and

benefits (resulting from various outcomes) among the

institution's position holders. Examples include cost-

sharing requirements, distribution of costs through
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withdrawal fees or property taxes, and rules for

distributing profits.

This typology of rules offers several advantages for the

study of alternative institutions. By identifying institu-

tional features that are the most important, it helps to focus

the research. It also promotes a comprehensive discussion of

institutions because the discovery of all seven types of rules

for any given institution should result in a thorough

characterization of that institution. And, very importantly,

the description of institutions in terms of individual rules

enhances the ability to compare particular features of

institutions rather than attempting to compare entire

institutions. This thesis takes advantage of all of these

advantages: full-length descriptions of alternative

institutions focus on features which comprise the seven types

of rules, institutions are briefly characterized in terms of

the seven rules, and the final chapters compare a number of

individual institutional features.

Institutions in Context

Unlike physical laws, institutional rules are subject to

human intervention; they are, in fact, the means by which

people change the structure of a situation. "Institutional

change" occurs when one or more of the seven rules is changed.

If institutions are not adequate to produce desired outcomes,

individual rules or configurations of rules can be changed so

as to encourage more favorable outcomes. However, great care
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must be taken when changing institutions, because individual

rules need to be viewed in the context of the entire

configuration of rules and their physical and cultural

settings.

Contextual relationships are important because the

effects of an individual rule are greatly influenced by the

presence of the other rules (Ostrom, 1986; Gregg et al.,

1991). Institutions that, when viewed in their entirety,

appear to be quite dissimilar may in fact have several

individual rules in common. Sometimes changing just one rule

in an institution will dramatically affect outcomes, but

changing the same rule in another institution may lead to

negligible or much different outcomes. While many useful

lessons can be learned from the analysis of institutional

features found in other localities and environments, it is not

necessarily true that individual rules from one institutional

will lead to the same outcomes in another institution or

setting.

Just as individual rules are affected by other rules,

institutional arrangements as a whole are greatly affected by

their physical and cultural environments (Kiser and Ostrom,

1982; Ostrom, 1986; Gregg et al., 1991). A description of an

institution details the rules used by communities to govern

interaction with a resource, but says nothing about the ways

that people react to the rules or select actions from among

those specified by the relevant authority rules. Similarly,
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institutions say nothing about endowments of the participants

(which enable participant actions) or the characteristics of

the resource itself (which are frequently very complex, and

can be the source of a great deal of uncertainty.) Successful

outcomes depend on more than just institutional rules; they

require an appropriate match of resource types, participant

endowments, participant behavior, and institutional

arrangements.

Levels of Institutions 

The discussion above has focused on institutions as rules

which govern individuals' and communities' use of a physical

resource such as groundwater; so far nothing has been said

about the processes leading to the creation of these rules.

Several institutional scholars have suggested that the

processes governing the creation of institutional rules are

themselves governed by rules; in effect, that there are rules

for making rules (Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1970; Kiser and Ostrom,

1982; Ostrom, 1986; Lord, 1989; Gregg et al., 1991). This

implies that there are institutions for managing a resource,

and also institutions for creating the resource institutions.

To differentiate between these different types of

institutions, institutional scholars refer to the concept of

"levels" of institutions.

Ciriacy-Wantrup (1970) defined the first level, in which

decisions on the use of resources are made by individuals,

firms, and public agencies, as the "operational" level.
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Similarly, Kiser and Ostrom (1982:206) defined this level of

institutional arrangements as the "world of action" or

"operational choice" level. At least some other scholars have

followed suit (Gregg et al., 1991), and this institutional

level will be referred to as the "operational" or "operational

choice" level throughout the thesis.

There is less uniformity in describing the second level

of institutions, the "rules for making rules." Ciriacy-

Wantrup referred to this level of decision-making as the

"organizational" level, while Gregg et al. (1991) referred to

it as the "implementation" level% Kiser and Ostrom (1982)

referred to this level as the "world of collective choice," or

simply the "collective choice" level. For the purposes of

this thesis it is not necessary to join the debate about

appropriate labels; instead, following the lead of Gregg et

al. (1991), this level will be referred to as the

"implementation" level.

It is important to note that while different levels of

institutions can be identified, they do not exist in isolation

from one another. Individuals may have positions in more than

one level; they may have authorities with respect to the

development of the physical resource, and also have

'Gregg et al. felt that use of the term "implementation" helps
to distinguish activities at this level from those occurring in
conjunction with "policy adoption," which is thought to constitute
another level. They also felt that since decisionmaking in
organizations occurs at many different levels, to label this the
"organizational" level would cause confusion.
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authorities with respect to creating the rules which govern

that development. Sources of dissatisfaction at one level may

inspire changes at another level; for instance, changes in

rules at the operational level (governing use of the resource)

may require changes at the implementation level (the processes

'for creating operational rules). Or this may occur in the

other direction; the impetus for change at the operational

level may come from individuals who are unhappy with the way

those rules are established (the implementation level),

whether or not the operational rules themselves were a source

of discontent.

Levels of institutions beyond those described above have

also been defined. For instance, Kiser and Ostrom defined a

"constitutional choice" level which "determines the formal

composition of the collective choice body and how the members

of the body are selected.... [and] the issues that the

collective choice body can address and how the body can

address those issues" (1982:212). Ciriacy-Wantrup defined a

"policy" level with similar characteristics (Gregg et al.,

1991). Further definitions and levels are also possible

(Kiser and Ostrom, 1982; Gregg et al., 1991), but for the

purposes of this thesis they are largely irrelevant, because

this thesis focuses primarily on the first, or "operational

choice" level of institutions.

The focus of this thesis on institutions at the

operational level is not meant to imply that institutions at
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other levels are not important. To the contrary, no

institution can be completely understood outside the context

of the other levels which surround it, and processes and

arrangements at other levels are entirely worthy of extended

study. But a project of this scope cannot adequately cover a

variety of institutions at multiple levels, and must therefore

be more narrowly focused. The primary focus of this thesis is

a description of alternative arrangements for managing water

resources, which is an examination of operational level water

management institutions.

The following chapters present several of these

alternative institutions in some detail, but before examining

those alternatives it is necessary to look closely at the

existing institutional arrangements for managing water

resources of the Upper San Pedro basin, and the setting in

which those arrangements exist. That is the subject of the

following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3. DESCRIPTION OF THE UPPER SAN PEDRO RIVER BASIN

Physical Characteristics 

Geography and Geology

The San Pedro River rises 25 miles south of the Mexican

border, near Cananea, Sonora. It flows north across the

border, and then another 170 miles north/northwest through

southeast Arizona's San Pedro River basin to its confluence

with the Gila River near Winkelman, Arizona (Fig. 1).

The watershed lies within the Basin and Range

physiographic province, which is characterized by the presence

of deep valleys separated by narrow mountain ranges. The

watershed is divided into upper and lower basins at the

Narrows, 11 miles north of Benson. The Upper San Pedro basin

starts at the headwaters and is bordered on the west by the

Huachuca and Whetstone Mountains, and on the east by the Mule

and Dragoon Mountains. The Upper San Pedro valley floor lies

at an average elevation of approximately 4500 feet, with the

mountains rising as high as 9500 feet but averaging

approximately 6000 feet (Roeske and Werrell, 1973).

Climate 

Climate in the area is hot and semi-arid, with potential

evaporation in the basin greatly exceeding average

precipitation. Precipitation of the valley floor averages 15

inches, but is almost twice as high in the surrounding
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mountains. Precipitation is variable during the year, with

much of it concentrated in a heavy monsoon season during the

late summer. Precipitation is also quite variable between

years (Roeske and Werrell).

Surface Water Resources 

The San Pedro River is the basin's primary surface water

source. The river is fed by numerous tributaries which drain

the surrounding mountain ranges. Most of the tributaries

carry water only after heavy precipitation, and even the San

Pedro River is intermittent over part of its length. Flows

are continuous after heavy rains and in river reaches where

the groundwater table is intersected by the stream channel

(Roeske and Werrell, 1973).

Groundwater Resources 

The mountains bordering the Upper San Pedro are largely

impermeable, but the basin itself has been filled over

geologic time with relatively permeable sediments up to 1500

feet deep. These sediments form a deep aquifer holding

several million acre-feet of water (Kraeger-Rovey, 1987).

Younger sediments alongside and beneath the San Pedro River

and its major tributaries (primarily the Babocomari) form

another aquifer averaging only 40 - 100 feet in thickness, and

ranging from 200 yards to several miles in width. The shallow

"floodplain" aquifer contains much less water than the deeper

"regional" aquifer, but is much more permeable. Most wells
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developed for irrigation uses in the Upper San Pedro basin are

located in the floodplain aquifer.

Infiltration and percolation of rainwater to the

groundwater table ("aquifer recharge") occurs primarily along

the mountain fronts and through the beds of streams. The

direction of groundwater movement is generally from the

mountain fronts toward the valley axis, and then northwards

along the axis (Roeske and Werrell, 1973). Some of the water

from the deeper regional aquifer moves upwards into the

floodplain aquifer and eventually to the San Pedro River

itself. These "baseflows" sustain virtually all flows in the

San Pedro River that are not a result of recent storm events.

Interconnection between groundwater aquifers and surface

water channels is one of the most important physical features

of the basin. There is significant interaction between the

regional and floodplain aquifers, and between the floodplain

aquifers and the river. In addition to the flows from the

regional aquifer to the river, water flowing in the river can

quickly recharge the floodplain aquifer (Roeske and Werrell,

1973) or percolate to the deeper regional aquifer.

Such interaction means that impacts on one water source

will eventually have an impact on the other sources, even if

such impacts take several years to become apparent. Water

velocities in the floodplain aquifer are quite high (because

of its high permeability), so that impacts occurring there are

quickly propagated to other areas. Water velocities in the
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regional aquifer are considerably slower, so that impacts

occurring there may not be become apparent in other areas for

several years.

Vegetation and Riparian Areas 

High on the surrounding mountains rainfall is sufficient

to support coniferous forests, but at lower elevations

vegetation primarily consists of semi-desert grasslands and/or

desert scrub (ADWR, 1990). Exceptions occur in riparian areas

("riparian:" situated on or pertaining to a river bank),

where water available on or near the surface supports much

more diverse flora and fauna populations than can be found in

the surrounding, drier areas (Sonorensis, 1988; ADWR, 1990).

These riparian habitats are increasingly recognized as

important ecological and recreational resources in the arid

Southwest, but are heavily dependent on instream flows and

shallow groundwater tables for their existence. Substantial

riparian vegetation exists along virtually the entire length

of the San Pedro River and along both intermittent and

ephemeral tributaries.

History of Human Development and Water Use 

Artifacts discovered in the San Pedro basin indicate that

human beings inhabited the area as early as 11,000 B.C. The

Hohokam civilization (A.D. 500 - A.D. 1400) was the first to

employ large scale irrigation, diverting water from the San

Pedro River to grow a variety of crops (ADWR, 1990). Later,

irrigation was also practiced by the Sobaipuri Indians, who
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were ancestors of the Pima and Papago peoples. In 1697, Padre

Eusebio Francisco Kino found over 2,000 Indians in the basin

raising cotton, maize, beans, and melons with water diverted

from the San Pedro River (Roeske and Werrell, 1973). Further

downstream, on the banks of the Gila River, members of what is

now the Confederated Pima and Maricopa Tribes had established

a successful agricultural economy based on diversions from the

Gila River (Kraeger-Rovey, 1987).

Europeans first arrived in the 1500s when Spanish

explorers traversed the valley during their search for the

Seven Cities of Gold and other riches. Padre Kino extensively

mapped the region between 1691 and 1702, and several large

Mexican land grants were established in the basin in 1827.

Until the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, Anglo

presence in the valley was largely limited to occasional

trappers or passing armies. Following the treaty the area

received a great deal more attention, and in 1877 members of

the Mormon church established the first permanent Anglo

settlement at St. David. Fort Huachuca was also established

in 1877, to provide protection to southeastern Arizona

settlements during the Apache wars.

The 1880s were marked by the rapid development of mining

and farming in the basin (Roeske and Werrell, 1973; ADWR,

1990). Residents of St. David and other settlements built

several canals to transport water from the San Pedro River for

irrigation. By 1890 there were 10 canals and a total of 2,672
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acres under cultivation, and by 1900 there were 41 canals and

3,500 irrigated acres in the basin (ADWR, 1990). Bisbee and

Tombstone originally developed around new mines, though the

period of intense mining activity was quite brief.

Benson was founded in 1880, and was an important Southern

Pacific Railroad station. In 1892 the first artesian well was

drilled in the basin, near Benson, and by 1903 there were over

200 wells, primarily used for irrigation, between Benson and

Fairbank (Roeske and Werrell).

Mining in the Upper San Pedro basin did not last long as

a major industry, but agriculture continued to grow. Several

acres of land near the San Pedro River were cultivated using

wells in the shallow floodplain aquifer to produce water for

irrigation, and irrigation is currently the major user of

water in the upper San Pedro basin, accounting for

approximately 70% of all cultural depletions (ADWR, 1990).

In recent years the basin has become increasingly

urbanized. The city of Sierra Vista (originally named "Fry,"

but renamed in 1956) developed outside the gates of Fort

Huachuca, and soon became the basin's largest town. There are

11,700 military and civilian employees of Fort Huachuca;

together with 11,200 military family members they account for

66% of the population of Sierra Vista (ADWR, 1990).

Manufacturing, services, and public administration have become

major employers in the basin, and tourists and retirees

attracted to the region by its climate, history, and natural
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attractions have also contributed significantly to the basin's

economy in recent years.

In recent years a number of potential problems involving

water supplies have developed in the basin. The pumping of

water from the regional aquifer to supply expanding urban and

military needs has led to the development and expansion of a

large cone of depression in the regional aquifer underlying

Fort Huachuca/Sierra Vista. The groundwater table has

continued to decline in that area, resulting in greater pump

lifts and raising some fears about the sustainability of the

region's water supply. Irrigation wells along the floodplain

aquifer and the interception by urban wells of water that

formerly flowed to the floodplain aquifer (and river) have

raised fears about the sustainability of riparian vegetation,

especially within the new San Pedro Riparian National

Conservation Area. In addition, a small water rights hearing

initiated in 1978 has since grown into the Gila River General

Adjudication, which some fear may threaten existing and future

water uses in the basin (see below).

Water Management in the Upper San Pedro Basin

Water resources of the Upper San Pedro basin are not

currently administered under any comprehensive management

scheme. In the absence of such management, water development

is largely determined by the exercise of water rights. There

are three major water rights systems in the basin; state
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surface water rights, state groundwater rights, and federal

reserved rights. Each is explained below.

State Surface Water Rights 

Surface water rights in Arizona have been governed by the

doctrine of prior appropriation since its adoption by the

territorial legislature in 1864. Under this doctrine rights

are created by the diversion and beneficial use of water.

Each right has a priority date, which is the date of first

diversion of the water. New rights are "junior" to

preexisting or "senior" rights, and in the event of water

shortage junior rights must not be exercised until all senior

rights have been satisfied. Thus, the system is often

referred to as "first in time, first in right."

The State Water Code states that "the water of all

sources, flowing in streams, canyons, ravines or other natural

channels, or in definite underground channels...belong to the

public and are subject to appropriation and beneficial

use...." (ARS 45-141.A). Beneficial uses are to be "the

basis, measure and limit to the use of water" (ARS 45-141.B)

and are specified as "...domestic, municipal, irrigation,

stock watering, water power, recreation, wildlife, including

fish, artificial recharge...or mining uses...." (ARS 45-

151.A).

Prior to adoption of the State Water Code in 1919, rights

were created through actual diversion and beneficial use, with

no system for recording the rights. After 1919, those wishing
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to acquire new rights were required to apply for a permit from

the state (currently DWR), and the state was required to keep

water rights records on file. The director of DWR "shall

approve applications made in proper form...but when the

application or the proposed use conflicts with vested rights,

is a menace to public safety, or is against the interests and

welfare of the public, the application shall be rejected" (ARS

45-153.A). The granting of a permit allows diversion

facilities to be built, and rights are perfected

(certificated) upon actual application of the water to a

beneficial use.

The director also has the authority to approve or deny

applications for changes in use or place of diversion (ARS 45-

156.B), and approve or deny proposed transfers of water rights

(ARS 45-172.A).

Rights to surface water diversions from the San Pedro

River and most rights to groundwater pumped from the

floodplain aquifer (see below) are state appropriative rights.

State Groundwater Rights 

Groundwater in Arizona is legally divided into two

different classes. "Subsurface flow" is defined as water

which flows in "definite underground channels" and is subject

to the doctrine of prior appropriation (see above). Outside

of the state's Active Management Areas (see Chapter Three)

rights to "percolating" groundwater are governed by the

reasonable use doctrine (ARS 45-453).
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The reasonable use doctrine gives overlying landowners

the right to pump as much groundwater as can be put to a

reasonable use. The definition of "reasonable" has

traditionally been quite loose, so that "...any use of

subjacent water on overlying land short of intentional,

.malicious harm to an adjoining landowner's use of subterranean

water was generally considered reasonable" (Leshy and

Belanger, 1988:715).

With passage of the Arizona Groundwater Management Act,

transfers of water off of the overlying land became legal.

For transfers within defined sub-basins (or within defined

basins, if not subdivided) other groundwater rights holders

have no right to enjoin the transfer or seek damages. For

transfers outside the sub-basin other rights holders may seek

damages, though there is no legal presumption that damages

have occurred. Since passage of Senate Bill 1055 in 1991, the

water resources of the San Pedro basin are protected from the

exportation of water into the neighboring Tucson AMA (or to

any other existing AMA).

Groundwater pumped from wells in the Upper San Pedro

basin's regional aquifer, including those near Sierra Vista

(not including wells owned by the Fort) are governed by the

state's modified reasonable use doctrine.

Federal Reserved Rights 

In the 1908 case of Winters v. U.S. (207 U.S. 564), the

United States Supreme Court established "federal reserved
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rights" to water in quantities sufficient to support the

purposes of federal reservations. Federal reserved rights

have priority dates as of the establishment of the initial

reservations, and may be expanded to meet changing needs.

Many federal reserved rights have not yet been prioritized or

quantified.

Though federal reserved rights have never been explicitly

extended to groundwater, the 1976 U.S. Supreme Court ruling in

Cappaert v. United States (426 U.S. 128) protected existing

federal reserved rights in surface water from infringement by

junior groundwater pumpers regulated by the state. Many

observers feel that the extension of federal reserved rights

to include groundwater would be a logical extension of

existing doctrine.

In the Upper San Pedro basin, primary federal reserved

rights are being claimed by the Department of Defense (for

Fort Huachuca) and the Bureau of Land Management (for the San

Pedro Riparian National Conservation Area). Priority dates

would be 1877 for the former and 1988 for the latter. Some

other federal reserved rights have been asserted by the State

Lands Department, Coronado National Forest, and Coronado

National Monument (ADWR, 1990), those these are not expected

to be major claims. The Gila River Indian Community's federal

reserved rights claim on the Gila River is a primary factor

behind the state's Gila River General Adjudication which

impacts the Upper San Pedro basin (see below).
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Gila River General Adjudication

Though water rights holders have been required to

register their rights with the state, until recently no

systematic effort had been made to clearly define and

prioritize current water rights in Arizona. The current

status of many water rights was unknown, especially for rights

recorded in Arizona's early years.

In 1978, the American Smelting and Refining Company

petitioned the state for a hearing to determine conflicting

rights. A hearing was initiated by the State Lands

Department, but was later shifted to the Arizona Superior

Court as a legal adjudication. In 1981 the Arizona Supreme

Court consolidated several separate hearings into a single

adjudication for the Gila River system. In 1983 the state

used authorities granted to it by the federal McCarran

Amendment to expand the adjudication to include federal water

rights claims filed by the Gila River Indian Community. The

resulting Gila River General Adjudication is being heard in

the Arizona Superior Court for Maricopa County, and will

determine the status of all state and federal water rights for

the Gila River watershed, which includes the San Pedro basins.

As part of the adjudication, the court must decide what

water will be regulated under the state's prior appropriation

doctrine and what will be regulated under the state's

reasonable use doctrine. This requires a determination of

when water pumped from wells is "percolating water" and when
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it is "subsurface flow." An initial ruling on this

determination, which is currently being reviewed by the

Arizona Supreme Court, held that wells which caused 50% of

their pumped volume to be subtracted from nearby surface flows

within a 90-day period of time would be categorized as

withdrawing subsurface flow.

This HSO/90H ruling would subject virtually all wells in

the Upper San Pedro's floodplain aquifer to adjudication under

the prior appropriation doctrine. Since many of these wells

(along with most or all of the San Pedro's surface water

diversions) are junior to the federal reserved rights claimed

by the Gila River Indian Community, it is feared by many Upper

San Pedro residents that the adjudication will result in the

basin losing a large proportion of its water supply.

Other Water Management Authorities 

Though the exercise of state and federal water rights

provide most of the governance of the basin's water resources

there are a number of other authorities found in the basin as

well.

At the local level, the Cochise County Flood Control

District has the authority to undertake a number of water

management activities, and Cochise County and cities within

the basin have the authority to create and implement zoning

regulations which might impact water use. The Cochise County

Water Management Council has the authority to advise the

County Board of Supervisors on matters affecting water
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resources in the basin, but does not itself have any

management authorities.

With respect to instream flow rights (see Chapter Eight)

landowners or other individuals have the authority to apply

for instream flow rights, or to assert provisions of the

public trust doctrine (Chapter 9) to protect the basin's

riparian areas.

The Arizona Supreme Court has appointed a Special Master

to run the Gila River General Adjudication, and the Department

of Water Resources is authorized to act as a technical fact-

finding and advisory agency for the adjudication. DWR's

activities in pursuit of this authority have resulted in

compilation of a Hydrographic Survey Report for the San Pedro

basin. DWR also has the authority to require that all well

owners register their wells with the state.

Irrigation districts within the state of Arizona also

have some authorities with respect to water transfers. "No

right to the use of water on or from any watershed or drainage

area which supplies or contributes water for the irrigation of

lands within an irrigation district...shall be severed or

transferred without the consent of the governing body of such

irrigation district...." (ARS 45-172.A.5).

Rules 

At the implementation or rulemaking level, boundary rules

place the state courts, DWR, and Cochise County (Board of

Supervisors and Flood Control District) in positions with
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authorities to affect water management policies. In the

absence of more comprehensive management (as currently

contemplated by the Cochise County Water Management Council)

these authorities are not overly broad. Most notable are the

court's ability to define policies through issuance of rules

such as the "50/90" rule and the Director of DWR's ability to

designate future AMAs.

At the operational level there is not a single water

management institution for the basin's water resources.

Instead, there are three separate institutions, one each for

surface water, groundwater, and the management of federal

water. Each of the institutions has a primary position,

"surface water rights holder," "groundwater rights holder,"

and "federal reserved water rights holder," respectively. The

first two institutions also have a position for a "rights

administrator," which in both cases is filled by the Arizona

Department of Water Resources and the state courts (boundary

rules).

Other boundary rules specify that the diversion and

beneficial use of surface water is required to become a

surface water rights holder, and that the failure to use water

when it is available for a specified number of years causes

one to lose that position. The ownership of overlying non-

federal land creates groundwater rights holders, and the

ownership of federal reserved land creates federal reserved
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rights holders; these two positions cannot be lost through

nonuse of water.

Authority rules in all three institutions permit rights

holders to divert or pump water up to the limits of their

rights. DWR has the authority to approve or deny new surface

• water permits and changes in use, and to register groundwater

wells and compile technical information for the adjudication's

Special Master. Courts have the authority to adjudicate

surface water (including subsurface flow) and federal reserved

rights.

The scope rule of the first institution states that

participant actions will affect surface water diversions, in

the second institution that participant actions will affect

groundwater withdrawals, and in the last institution that

participant actions will affect both surface water diversions

and groundwater withdrawals on federal land reservations.

The aggregation rule for the first institution is the

prior appropriation doctrine, which prioritizes surface water

diversions for holders of surface water rights. In the second

institution the aggregation rule is the reasonable use

doctrine, which allows rights holders to pump unlimited

amounts of water so long as it is put to a reasonable use on

the overlying land. The aggregation rule in the third

institution states that rights holders may divert or withdraw

water up to the limits of the specified uses for which the

reservations were created.
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Information rules are scarce; two notable rules are that

well owners must supply information about their wells to DWR

and that all rights holders must submit information about

their rights to the Special Master of the Gila River System

General Adjudication (through DWR).

Payoff rules direct benefits to those who hold water

rights and are able to obtain water up to the limits of those

rights. Rights holders in all three institutions base water

use decisions on private benefits and costs. Other costs are

distributed to those who lack access to water or whose rights

are damaged by the actions of other rights holders. Those

favoring the protection of riparian vegetation may face costs

if others' actions reduce instream flows and groundwater table

levels to the point that the vegetation is damaged.
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CHAPTER 4. ARIZONA'S ACTIVE MANAGEMENT AREAS

The previous three chapters outlined the scope of the

thesis, introduced concepts that will be used to focus the

research, and described the setting and existing water

management institutions in the Upper San Pedro basin. With

this chapter the discussion turns to the description of

institutional alternatives. This and the succeeding two

chapters describe three prominent Arizona water management

institutions, the Active Management Areas (AMAs), Tucson Water

Augmentation Authority (TWAA), and the Phoenix Groundwater

Replenishment District (PGRD). Chapters 7 and 8 describe two

institutions found in California, the Orange County Water

District and the Kern County Water Agency, which were selected

to illustrate particular approaches to the management of water

resources. Chapter 9 concludes the description of

alternatives with a presentation of a variety of institutions

from throughout the western states that were created to manage

instream water flow resources.

Introduction to the AMAs

Since 1980, much of Arizona's groundwater has been

managed under provisions of the Arizona Groundwater Management

Act (AGMA). The AGMA represented a substantial departure from

provisions of the "reasonable use" doctrine which previously

guided the state's groundwater management policies, and was
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passed only after the legislature found that it was "...in the

best interest of the general economy and welfare of this state

and its citizens that the legislature invoke its police power

to prescribe which uses of groundwater are most beneficial and

economically effective." (ARS 45-401.A). The legislature

went on to add that

"in the interest of protecting and stabilizing the
general economy and welfare of this state and its
citizens it is necessary to conserve, protect and
allocate the use of groundwater resources of the
state and to provide a framework for the
comprehensive management and regulation of the
withdrawal, transportation, use, conservation and
conveyance of rights to use the groundwater in this
state." (ARS 45-401.8)

Though comprehensive groundwater management as embodied

in the AGMA was widely thought to represent the "wave of the

future" (Gregg et al., 1991), several features of the AGMA

were unprecedented in the western states at the time of its

adoption. The AGMA has been referred to as "the most

systematic, and most rigorous, water conservation statutes

that exist outside of the realm of emergency drought measures"

(McNulty, 1991:2), and in 1986 the AGMA was named by the Ford

Foundation as one of the ten most innovative programs in state

and local government (ADWR, 1986).

Such praise has been far from uniform however, as many

observers have found reason to criticize the Act. The AGMA

has been modified to at least some degree almost every year

since its inception (McNulty, 1991), and numerous amendments

and other efforts to change the way that Arizona manages its
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groundwater resources have continued to this day (see chapters

5 and 6). However, there is no doubt that the AGMA and its

four Active Management Areas (AMAs) represent not only

Arizona's first, but also its most significant and intensive

effort to manage the state's groundwater resources. The

following pages describe the events that led to passage of the

AGMA and a summary of the key institutional features of the

state's four Active Management Areas.

History of the AGMA

Much of Arizona is desert, receiving very little

precipitation and experiencing high rates of evaporation.

With the exception of the Colorado River and rivers draining

the east-central highlands (which have been fully appropriated

for several decades) surface water resources in the state tend

to be relatively unimportant or inaccessible.

In stark contrast to its situation with respect to

surface water, the state contains enormous quantities of

groundwater. Many of the deep alluvial valleys in the state's

western, central, and southern regions form aquifers which,

though currently experiencing very limited rates of natural

recharge, 2 have accumulated vast quantities of water over the

course of the last several tens of thousands of years.

Groundwater development technology was not sufficiently

advanced for early residents of the region to have much impact

2 Natural recharge in many of these aquifers averages less
than .02 acre-feet per acre per year (Johnson, 1980).
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on these aquifers, but with the advent of deep-turbine pumps

and burgeoning population growth in the early twentieth

century rates of groundwater development began to soar. In the

more heavily developed central and southern regions of the

state groundwater pumping quickly began to exceed natural

replenishment rates. Steadily dropping groundwater tables and

occasional but expensive subsidence and fissuring raised fears

about the availability of long term water supplies and the

sustainability of the state's economic growth. To alleviate

these fears state residents sought relief from state and

federal governments.

For several decades the primary relief envisioned by

Arizona residents took the form of the federally-subsidized

Central Arizona Project (CAP). This huge project was designed

to import surface water into the state's heavily developed

central and southern regions from the Colorado River on the

state's western border. While ultimately authorizing the

canal, the federal government conditioned its acceptance on

the promise of state residents to take measures adequate to

alleviate future water supply concerns. Pressure generated by

the federal government on this front, together with continuing

fears of state residents, played a major role in the eventual

passage of the AGMA (Connall, 1982).

In response to the Bureau of Reclamation's statement that

the CAP would not be built without state controls on

agricultural use of groundwater (Johnson, 1980), the state
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enacted the Critical Groundwater Code in 1948. This measure

did little beyond limiting the development of new wells in

certain agricultural areas of the state, but did establish the

concept of critical groundwater areas (Leshy and Belanger,

1988).

Groundwater "mining" (development in excess of replenish-

ment rates) continued at ever-increasing rates in many parts

of the state. By the mid 1970s total annual water consumption

in the state was 4.8 million acre-feet (maf), but dependable

annual supply was only 2.6 maf. The difference, 2.2 maf, was

accounted for by groundwater mining (Kyl, 1982). Some areas

of the state were experiencing water table drops of up to ten

feet per year, and there were renewed calls for state action

to manage groundwater resources.

In 1976 the Arizona Supreme Court reaffirmed the state's

reasonable use doctrine by ruling that the widespread practice

of transporting groundwater from agricultural areas into urban

and industrial areas must be discontinued (FICO v. Bettwy,

1976). This ruling was widely interpreted as a huge victory

for agriculture, and encouraged the cities and mines to join

forces to seek reform (Connall, 1982). Federal pressure was

renewed in the late 1970s as the Secretary of the Interior

threatened to withhold CAP allocations until a more

substantive groundwater code was passed (Connall, 1982).

Following the urgings of Governor Bruce Babbitt, the

state legislature created a Groundwater Study Commission in
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1977 to study the state's groundwater overdraft problem and

make recommendations to the legislature. After several months

of negotiations the Commission issued a report and proposal

which were strongly opposed by agricultural interests.

Agriculture had once been one of the largest sectors of

the state's economy, and still accounted for almost 90% of the

state's water consumption (Johnson, 1980). But by 1980,

following tremendous urban and industrial growth, agriculture

accounted for only 1% of the state's total income (Glennon,

1990). Despite agriculture's traditional control over the

bulk of the state's water resources and its recent victory in

the FICO decision, it was clear to most observers that

agriculture would be forced to make major concessions to urban

and industrial (mining) interests (Connall, 1982; Kyl, 1982).

Because it was felt that major changes to the state's

water management system required broader agreement (Kyl,

1982), the Governor drew together a smaller number of members

of the Committee representing cities, mines, and agriculture

for a series of private negotiations known as the "rump

sessions". These discussions resulted in presentation of an

agreement to the state legislature which was passed in special

session with little discussion or opposition. 3 The Arizona

3Negotiations were based on an agreement that the final
proposal had to be either accepted or rejected in its entirety; no
amendments were to be allowed.
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Groundwater Management Act became law when it was signed by

Governor Babbitt the next day, June 12, 1980. 4

Active Management Areas and Administrative Structure

Johnson (1980) observed that politics often demands that

groundwater management take place at the local level. In

keeping with this observation, members of the Groundwater

Study Commission had originally been dedicated to the idea of

creating local groundwater management entities. However, the

Commission eventually recommended, and the AGMA provided for,

administration of Arizona's groundwater resources by a new

state agency, the Department of Water Resources (DWR), with a

powerful Director appointed by the Governor. Partly this

result was due to the fact that agricultural interests feared

that local control really meant control by cities, and so

opted to support state administration (Connall, 1982). Also,

the Commission eventually decided that state administration

would be more willing to adopt and enforce demanding

conservation requirements, and would be capable of bringing

more expertise to bear on difficult water management problems

(Kyl, 1982).

Some provisions of the AGMA apply statewide, but most of

the significant provisions currently apply only within four

critical areas of the state known as Active Management Areas

4Readers desiring a more comprehensive account of the history,
strategies, and concerns involved with passage of the AGMA are
encouraged to consult Johnson, 1980; Connall, 1982; Kyl, 1982; and
Leshy and Belanger, 1988.
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(AMAS). The AMAs are bounded by hydrologic rather than

political boundaries, and are centered on the metropolitan

areas of Phoenix, Tucson, and Prescott and the agricultural

communities of Pinal County. While covering far less than

half of the geographic area of the state, together these areas

include 80% of the state's population and account for 69% of

the state's 1980 groundwater overdraft (Johnson, 1980).

Each AMA has a local director and staff supplied by DWR,

and a Groundwater Users Advisory Council that is composed of

five local groundwater users appointed by the Governor. Each

of the initial AMAs has a management goal specified by the

AGMA. In the three metropolitan AMAs the management goal is

defined as "safe yield" by the year 2025, which means that a

balance between groundwater withdrawals and recharge (both

natural and artificial) must be reached by that time. In the

Pinal AMA, the goal is to maintain the agricultural economy

for as long as possible while leaving enough water for future

urban and industrial uses.

Provisions were included for the creation of "subsequent"

AMAs, with management goals to be determined by the Director

of DWR. Subsequent AMAs may be designated by the Director of

DWR, or by petition of the residents of the proposed AMA.

New Groundwater Rights 

Within the AMAs the "reasonable use" doctrine of

groundwater rights was replaced by a new system. Three types

of "grandfathered rights" were defined and quantified for
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existing water users: "irrigation grandfathered rights" for

pre-existing uses of irrigation water, "type 1" rights for

non-irrigation water uses associated with retired farmland,

and "type 2" rights for non-irrigation water not associated

with retired farmland.

"Service area rights" were defined for public and private

water companies and for irrigation districts. These rights

allow the service area provider to withdraw, transport, and

deliver water to users within specified service areas.

Service areas can be expanded subject to limitations found in

the AGMA, and the rights themselves were not quantified;

service area providers may increase groundwater pumping to

supply expanding populations (subject to per capita

conservation requirements outlined below).

New water users within the AMAs, if not served by a

recognized service area provider, must either buy rights from

existing rights holders or apply to DWR for a "withdrawal

permit." The AGMA was designed in part to encourage the

transfer of water rights from irrigation uses to municipal and

industrial uses, and the AGMA specifies the methods to be used

for making these transfers. Withdrawal permits are usually

issued for mining and general industrial purposes, though a

limited number of other purposes were also specified by the

AGMA.
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Owners of wells with a capacity less than 35 gallons per

minute are exempt from most provisions of the AGMA, though

they must register their wells with DWR. 5 	By general

agreement of all parties, the AGMA included provisions which

specifically prohibited new irrigation within AMAs.

Mandatory Conservation and Management Plans 

The AGMA provides for mandatory conservation on the part

of all water users through adherence to a series of ten-year

plans. Following public notice and hearings, plans for each

AMA are developed by DWR, in conjunction with the local

Groundwater Users Advisory Council (GUAC).

The plans establish increasingly stringent water

conservation targets designed to support achievement of the

management goal. 	 Agricultural conservation is achieved

through "water duties" which are lowered through imposition of

increased efficiency standards.	 Urban conservation is

mandated for service area and other providers through gallons-

per-capita-per-day (gpcd) requirements, while industrial water

users are required to employ the "best available conservation

technology consistent with a reasonable economic return."

Assured Water Supply

One of the most powerful provisions of the AGMA is the

requirement that new development within the AMAs may proceed

only after demonstrating an "Assured Water Supply" (AWS) to

5All well owners in the state, whether or not they are within
an AMA, are required to register their wells with DWR.
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DWR. Anyone desiring to sell or lease four or more contiguous

plots of land within an AMA either must contract for water

from a service area provider with an assured water supply (see

below) or prove to DWR that: 1) enough water of sufficient

quality is continuously available to supply the proposed use

for 100 years (this requirement includes both physical and

legal availability); 2) the proposed use is consistent with

both the management plan and the management goal of the AMA;

and 3) the developer has the financial capability to develop

and distribute the water necessary for the proposed use.

The first and third provisions were derived from existing

laws designed to protect consumers from land fraud, while the

second provision was designed to reduce development pressures

in areas with limited water supplies. "Consistency with the

management goal" was later defined by DWR through

administrative rulemaking procedures to mean that the proposed

use could not lower groundwater tables more than ten feet per

year, or to a point more than 1200 feet below the ground

surface after one hundred years. DWR is currently in the

process of defining new rules for this requirement.

DWR specifies the information necessary to demonstrate an

AWS, and issues a "Certificate of Assured Water Supply" (CAWS)

to those who meet the requirements. Developers bear all

expenses, which may be substantial, for demonstrating an

assured supply. Service area providers are "deemed" by DWR to
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have an assured water supply until the year 2001 if they have

contracted for CAP water.

Financing. Augmentation, and Agricultural Retirement

After initial opposition from agricultural interests

(Kyl, 1982), the AGMA eventually included provisions for DWR

to impose a modest "withdrawal fee," or pump tax, of up to

five dollars per acre-foot on all groundwater withdrawn in an

AMA. One dollar of this fee is dedicated to finance

administration of the AMA; it is estimated that revenues from

this source will cover approximately half of the total

administrative expenses. The state is obligated to cover the

remaining administrative costs through its general revenues.

An important component of the AGMA is its encouragement

of water augmentation measures within the AMAs. Two dollars

of the withdrawal fee is dedicated to future augmentation

measures, but cannot be charged until augmentation measures

have been implemented. Some observers question whether this

level of funding is adequate to support meaningful

augmentation measures (Gregg et al., 1991). The primary

augmentation measure envisioned by the AGMA is the use of

surface water from the CAP, once that water is available. The

AGMA contains numerous provisions encouraging the use of CAP

water, including the designation of an assured water supply

for CAP contractors and the ability of DWR to require

groundwater permittees to substitute surface water for

groundwater use if surface water is available. Other
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augmentation measures were not extensively discussed, though

the use of treated effluent, artificial recharge, and weather

modification measures were mentioned.

The remaining two dollars of the withdrawal fee is to be

used to fund the purchase and retirement of agricultural land

within the AMAs after the year 2006, provided that this action

is necessary to meet the AMA management goal. As with the

augmentation money, it is questionable as to whether or not

this represents an adequate amount of revenue to achieve the

intended results. The fee may not be charged to groundwater

users until actually needed to purchase the agricultural land

(the year 2006 at the earliest).

Enforcement

The AGMA gave the Department of Water Resources extensive

authority to monitor compliance with provisions of the Act.

If violations are found, DWR is authorized to issue cease and

desist orders, and to obtain temporary restraining orders or

preliminary or permanent injunctions from the Arizona Superior

Courts.

DWR may also assess penalties against Act violators.

Violations not related to the illegal withdrawal, use, or

transportation of groundwater are punishable by civil

penalties of up to one hundred dollars per day, and may be

prosecuted as misdemeanors. More significant violations that

involve the illegal withdrawal, use, and/or transport of

groundwater or the intentional alteration of a metering device
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may be prosecuted as felonies, and are subject to civil

penalties of up to $10,000 per day.

Rules 

Legislation as comprehensive and complex as the AGMA

contains an enormous number of institutional rules; what

follows is a presentation of some of the more important ones.

Multiple levels of analysis are possible when evaluating

the AGMA, but here it is only necessary to make the

distinction between rules at the operational level and at the

implementation level. The institutional configurations

affected by the AGMA are complicated by the fact that the new

regulatory position, occupied by DWR, has numerous authorities

at both levels of analysis. DWR enforces rules at the

operational level, and has significant authorities to make

rules at the implementation level.

Implementation Level 

DWR's position at both levels was intentional on the part

of the legislature. The creation and implementation of much

of Arizona's previous water management policy, especially with

respect to groundwater, had been left to the courts by default

(Leshy and Belanger, 1998; Gregg et al., 1991). Passage of

the AGMA was an attempt by the legislature to abolish the

court-created "reasonable use" doctrine in certain critical

areas of the state, and to replace it with a system of

comprehensive groundwater management.
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However, the legislature was not able to resolve all of

the difficult issues placed before it when considering the

Act. Partly this was due to the fact that there were an

enormous number of issues to decide in a limited amount of

time, and partly it was due to the fact that issues were

technically quite complex, or too politically-charged to

resolve in a highly public setting (Connall, 1982). Instead

of attempting to resolve all of the issues themselves, the

legislature decided to leave several of them for the Director

of DWR, with the aid of a technically-competent staff, to

decide. "Referred to by some of the Code's drafters as a

"water czar," the Director was the embodiment of the drafters'

recognition that comprehensive administration by an expert

agency was Arizona's best hope to manage its water resources

on a sound long-term basis" (Leshy and Belanger, 1988:708).

Foremost among the authorities given to the Director of

DWR are the authorities to designate subsequent AMAs, to

create management plans with mandatory conservation

requirements (including efficiency levels for agriculture and

gpcd levels for urban suppliers), and to engage in

administrative rulemaking procedures.

Information rules are also important. They specify that

the Director must notify the public of proposed rulemaking,

conduct hearings, and take into account information provided

by the public and the Groundwater Users Advisory Councils.
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Operational Level 

Several new operational level positions were created by

the AGMA. Some of the most important positions include

"administrator" (held by DWR), "grandfathered rights holder,"

"service area rights holder," and "developer." These

positions largely replace the former positions of "state

courts" and "groundwater rights holder" that were used to

manage groundwater in these critical areas of the state.

The new scope rules limit the institution to the

management of groundwater, including conservation and

augmentation, within specified critical areas of the state

(AMAs).

Authority rules are numerous. DWR has authority to

monitor compliance, enforce provisions of the AGMA, impose or

seek civil and criminal penalties, and issue Certificates of

Assured Water Supply upon successful application by

developers. DWR can require industrial water users to

substitute surface water supplies for groundwater pumping, if

surface water is available and no more than 25% more

expensive. DWR is authorized to give technical assistance to

the courts in stream adjudications, and has a number of

authorities with respect to surface water rights applications

and transfers.

DWR also has limits on its authorities. Decisions of the

Director are subject to an administrative hearing upon

request, and may be appealed to the Superior Courts. DWR is
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subject to the requirements of administrative law, which state

that regulations must be supported by substantial evidence,

and may not be arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of

discretion (Leshy and Belanger, 1988).

Others also have significant authorities. Grandfathered

.rightsholders may pump water up to the limits specified in the

AGMA, and may sell their rights. Service area rightsholders

may expand their service areas, pump as much water as

necessary to meet demand within their service area (subject to

conservation requirements), and transport water without

penalty within their service areas. Developers found many of

their authorities reduced, as they must meet requirements

specified by the assured water supply provisions that were not

previously required.

Information rules specify that well owners must give

information to DWR regarding the existence of wells and the

amount of water withdrawn from them. Developers must deliver

specified technical information to DWR when applying for a

certificate of assured water supply, and grandfathered rights

holders must give specific information to DWR when conveying

their rights. DWR is required to collect an extensive amount

of data regarding hydrologic conditions and water use, and to

make that information available to the public.

The previous aggregation rule specifying that landowners

may pump as much water from beneath their land as they can put

to a beneficial use was abolished in the AMAs. It was
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replaced by a rule allowing groundwater pumping by holders of

rights or permits only to the limits of the new rights or

permits, which include conservation requirements.

Payoff rules distribute administrative costs among both

groundwater users (directly or indirectly through the

withdrawal fees) and state taxpayers (through general

revenues). Developers must bear information-gathering costs

associated with applications for an assured water supply.

Presumably both groundwater pumpers and state residents

benefit from decreased pump lifts and enhanced sustainability

of the resource.
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CHAPTER S. TUCSON AMA WATER AUGMENTATION AUTHORITY

Introduction

As discussed in the preceding chapter, Active Management

Areas (AMAs) formed under provisions of the Arizona

Groundwater Management Act (AGMA) represent Arizona's most

significant attempt to manage its groundwater resources. The

AGMA contains several provisions which encourage water

augmentation measures, and at least a few provisions for the

conjunctive management of surface and groundwater (Leshy and

Belanger, 1988), but the primary emphasis of the AMAs is the

management of groundwater demand.

In large part to expand the scope of the state's water

management beyond this narrow focus, there have been at least

five attempts in recent years to create water augmentation

authorities in various parts of the state (Woodard, 1992). 6

The first of these attempts, in 1990, resulted in the passage

of legislation authorizing formation of a Tucson Active

Management Area Water Augmentation Authority (TWAA).

The Water Augmentation Authority was designed to

facilitate maximum use and better regional allocation of all

water resources within the upper Santa Cruz River basin (WRRC,

1991). The TWAA was supported by DWR and others who wished to

6These areas include Tucson, Phoenix, Prescott, Pinal, and
Mohave.
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see a single entity with authority to facilitate water supply

augmentation and policies throughout the basin (Woodard,

1992). As of March, 1992 the TWAA was not sufficiently

developed to describe its actual operations or judge its

ultimate success, but its setting and intended operations are

briefly presented below.

Setting of the Water Augmentation Authority

The semi-arid Upper Santa Cruz basin of southern Arizona

covers 4600 square miles, running north/northwest from the

border with Mexico to a point several miles northwest of

Tucson. The basin has extremely limited surface water

supplies but contains an enormous amount of groundwater,

particularly in the deeper, northern portions of the basin.

Virtually 100% of the Tucson metropolitan area is served by

this water, making Tucson one of the largest metropolitan

areas in the world to be entirely dependent on groundwater.

This situation is due to change in May of 1992, when the City

of Tucson will begin distributing Colorado River water from

the Central Arizona Project to its customers.

Since passage of the AGMA in 1980, the groundwater

resources of the Upper Santa Cruz basin have been managed as

part of the Tucson AMA. The Tucson AMA has a safe yield goal,

but continuing population growth and perceived inadequacies in

the Act have raised concerns about the prospects for achieving

this goal (WRRC, 1991). There has also been a substantial

amount of dissatisfaction expressed by towns and developers,
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especially from those who are far removed from CAP facilities,

about their ability to meet Assured Water Supply requirements

(WRRC, 1991). Dissatisfaction on both of these counts led to

successful efforts to authorize formation of the TWAA during

the 1990 state legislature.

Formation of the Augmentation Authority

The Augmentation Authority was authorized on the basis of

three criteria; location within a safe yield AMA, geographical

area covering parts of three or more counties, and the absence

of any cities with a population greater than 750,000. The

affirmative votes of four political entities (Pima County,

Santa Cruz or Pinal County, the City of Tucson, and the

Cortaro-Marana Irrigation District) were necessary to form the

TWAA (WRRC, 1991).

A seven-member initial board representing specified

interests was appointed by the governor. The initial board

(which is still in place as of March, 1992) is charged with

adopting an operating plan and with proposing representation

for a permanent nine-member board. The initial board can also

dissolve the agency if there doesn't appear to be sufficient

interest in its services (WRRC, 1991), but as of March, 1992

such dissolution appears unlikely (Woodard, 1992).

Description of the TWAAls Proposed Operations 

The TWAA is designed to overcome a variety of legal,

institutional, and physical barriers that prevent full

utilization of the basin's potential water resources. It is
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to accomplish this largely by purchasing water from one party

and transporting, reselling, or exchanging it with another

party. In order to provide these services, the TWAA was given

wide-ranging authorities.

The TWAA is authorized to contract with clients (known as

"operating units"), and to cooperate, coordinate, and

negotiate with political entities and subdivisions, including

those at the federal, state, Indian, and local levels. It is

authorized to acquire, construct, and/or operate a variety of

water projects, including those involving the diversion,

withdrawal, transport, delivery, storage, and/or recharge of

water. It may acquire "temporarily excess" water (which may

include CAP water, effluent, or floodwaters), may treat water,

and may even become involved in activities such as conflict

resolution (WRRC, 1991).

One of the TWAA's most important goals is to enable water

users in the Tucson AMA to better claim their full allocations

of CAP water (WRRC, 1991; Woodard, 1992). Entities that have

CAP allocations but lack the necessary facilities to transport

and/or deliver the water may contract with the TWAA to deliver

the water, or exchange it for water that is more accessible.

The TWAA is also authorized to provide "indirect recharge," in

which surface water available in one part of the basin is

recharged in exchange for groundwater pumping credits in

another part of the basin. Such a mechanism may be used by

cities or developers located a substantial distance away from
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CAP facilities, but who either hold or wish to buy CAP

allocations to demonstrate an assured water supply.

The TWAA may facilitate the demonstration of an assured

water supply in other ways. Because Arizona's CAP allocations

have lower priority than California's allocations on the

Colorado River, even those cities and developers who currently

have CAP allocations may not be able to prove to DWR that

their water supplies will be secure over an extended period

(one hundred years). The TWAA may be able to assist these

clients by providing a diverse "portfolio" of water rights

which are more secure, and thus able to meet DWR requirements

(Woodard, 1992). Such portfolios might include CAP contracts,

other Colorado River water (such as dry-year contracts with

irrigation districts), rights to the use of effluent, or CAP

water that has already been recharged into the ground.

The TWAA is somewhat limited in that it may acquire only

effluent, CAP water (including water allocated to Indian

tribes), Colorado River water with a pre-1968 priority date,

and water within the AMA for its own purposes. As envisioned,

the TWAA was never designed to participate in the large-scale

importation of groundwater supplies from outside the basin

(Woodard, 1992). However, as an agent for another operating

unit, it may acquire, transport, deliver, or recharge water

from any source (WRRC, 1991) .

Arizona has never explicitly set up an agency to

conjunctively manage the state's groundwater and surface water
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supplies. However, it should be clear from the foregoing

discussion that the TWAA has some authorities in this area, as

it may acquire surface water rights and recharge and withdraw

groundwater. As such, the TWAA represents what may be the

first attempt by the state legislature to address this topic.

Further progress was made in 1991, with passage of the Phoenix

Groundwater Replenishment District legislation (see Chapter

5).

Financing

The Augmentation Authority enters into contracts with

operating units which choose to utilize its services; it is

strictly a voluntary arrangement between the parties. To

finance its activities the TWAA may assess a variety of fees,

including withdrawal, connection, and replenishment fees,

against any operating unit with which it has a contractual

relationship. It also receives withdrawal fees that were

formerly paid to DWR for augmentation programs, and is able to

issue municipal bonds (WRRC, 1991).

The TWAA is currently seeking authority from the

legislature to implement an additional two dollars per acre-

foot withdrawal fee, and in the future may seek authority to

levy a property tax (Woodard, 1992). Such "double-barreled"

financing would make it much easier for the TWAA to sell bonds

on the national market (Woodard, 1992).
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Rules 

Compared to other institutions presented in this thesis

the TWAA has a striking lack of rules at the implementation

level. While the TWAA itself (or its Board of Directors) has

the ability to create rules necessary for its operation, the

TWAA legislation did not create an entity with authority to

make rules on a much broader scale; rather than creating new

policies, the TWAA is focused on working within existing ones.

At the operational level, the two major positions created

were TWAA and its clients. The legislature created the TWAA,

while clients are created when individuals or entities sign

contracts with the TWAA (boundary rules).

Despite its name, augmentation is not the sole scope of

the new institution. Through voluntary arrangements, the TWAA

is also designed to maximize utilization, improve allocation,

and conjunctively manage existing water resources in the Upper

Santa Cruz River Basin.

Authority rules are numerous, and can be seen in the

sections above.

A noticeable absence at this level is an aggregation

rule which would directly relate individual actions to the

state of the basin's water resources. While the institution

may have an impact on the depth of groundwater tables and the

total quantity of water available in the basin, these impacts

are not directly tied to the actions of individual

participants.
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Payoff rules distribute most of the cost of TWAA

operations to TWAA's clients, through contractual

arrangements. Groundwater pumpers also pay costs through

withdrawal fees, and all residents of the basin would

contribute to the cost of TWAA operations if TWAA is given the

authority to levy property taxes. To the extent that new

water is brought into the basin, all residents of the basin

would benefit. Otherwise, primary benefits will go to cities

and developers who are currently unable to utilize water

resources due to physical or legal obstacles, despite having

entitlement to the water.
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CHAPTER 6. PHOENIX GROUNDWATER REPLENISHMENT DISTRICT

Introduction

Since passage of the Arizona Groundwater Management Act

in 1980, Arizona's largest metropolitan areas have begun to

manage their groundwater resources under provisions of the

state's Active Management Areas (AMAs; see Chapter 3). The

AGMA was designed to address a number of problems with the

state's management of its groundwater resources, but did not

resolve all issues. In the Phoenix Active Management Area

some concerns which remained after passage of the AGMA

included perceptions that adequate progress toward reaching

the AMA's safe yield goal was not being made (WRRC, 1991),

that water supply efforts by entities within the AMA were

fragmented and lacked rationality (Manning, 1992), and that

Assured Water Supply (AWS) requirements were unnecessarily

onerous and expensive (ADWR, 1991; WRRC, 1991; Manning, 1992).

Following presentation of a proposal from the Arizona

Municipal Water Users Association and Arizona Department of

Water Resources, the state legislature responded to these

criticisms in 1991 by authorizing formation of a Groundwater

Replenishment District (GRD) in the Phoenix AMA.

The primary responsibility of the Groundwater Replenish-

ment District is the replenishment of all groundwater

withdrawn by its members within the Phoenix Active Management

Area. The boundaries of the district are the same as those
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for the Phoenix AMA. Membership is mandatory for almost all

municipal and industrial groundwater rights holders in the

AMA: 7 agricultural water users and owners of exempt wells

(less than 35 gpm capacity) are not directly affected by the

GRD. The GRD is to accomplish its task by acquiring water

from sources other than Phoenix AMA groundwater withdrawals

and then using that water to recharge depleted aquifers within

the district.

Establishment and Governance of the GRD

The 1991 legislation did not create a replenishment

district, it merely authorized its formation. Actual

establishment of a GRD must occur through petition to the

Maricopa County Board of Supervisors. The county is obliged

to hold a public hearing on the matter, and formation of the

GRD will not occur until cities, towns, and private water

companies cumulatively supplying water to at least 51% of the

AMA's population adopt resolutions approving creation of the

GRD (the city of Phoenix contains approximately 49% of the

AMA's population).

Starting January 1 of the third calendar year after its

creation, the GRD is to phase-in its replenishment activities

over a 15-year period, so that by the end of the 15-year

period the GRD is replenishing 100% of the groundwater

withdrawn by its members from the district. As of March 27,

7Primary exceptions are for dairies, feedlots, and sand and
gravel operations.
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1992, the Phoenix GRD has not yet been created, pending

resolution of some related water management issues (Manning,

1992).

Once formed, the GRD is to be run by a Board of Directors

composed of nine members. The Governor is to appoint the

initial board, with subsequent board members elected by

residents of the district. Six of the board members are to be

popularly elected from district divisions of equal population,

while three are to be elected by district members holding a

number of votes proportional to the amount of groundwater they

withdraw in the district. The GRD Board is authorized to hire

a General Manager and create a seven-member technical advisory

committee.

Operations 

GRD operations will revolve around individual and

district-wide systems of debits and credits. Every year

district members will submit to the GRD and to the Department

of Water Resources (DWR) information regarding their water

uses and sources of supply. From this information, individual

district member accounts will be debited for the amount of

"net groundwater" withdrawn by the member from the district

during the past year. 8 The accounts are also credited, for

replenishment services purchased from the GRD and for water

8"Net groundwater" is essentially the total amount of
groundwater withdrawn minus incidental recharge and exempt
withdrawals. Exempt withdrawals are primarily allowed in
waterlogged areas and for special projects.
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furnished by the member to the GRD. Credits may be sold to or

purchased from other district members, or may be accumulated

for future use.

Each year the GRD is to issue an account summary to each

district member which specifies the net credits or debits in

the member's account. If the account has net debits, the

member must pay for the debits by contracting for GRD

replenishment services, paying a replenishment tax (initially

estimated to be $100 - $150/af), or by turning over

accumulated credits to the GRD.

Just as the GRD is to maintain account balances for

individual district members, DWR is to maintain a master

account for the GRD. Debits in the GRD master account are the

cumulative total of its individual members' debits. Credits

will be issued to the account for all water replenished by the

GRD or stored in the district through state demonstration

projects. Replenishment water acquired by the district may

include Central Arizona Project water, other Colorado River

water, surface water within the district (such as from the

Salt River Project), effluent, and any groundwater or surface

water from outside the district. The GRD is required to

purchase water that is made available to the GRD by its

members.

The system of credits, debits, and replenishment is to be

phased in over the course of fifteen years. In the first year

the GRD will replenish (and district members must pay for)
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only 1/15 of net groundwater withdrawals, in the second year

2/15, and so on. By the end of 15 years 100% of members' net

groundwater withdrawals are to be replenished, so that the GRD

will achieve the AMA's safe yield goal for its municipal and

industrial members.

GRD Financing and Authorities 

The GRD is to have substantial authorities for

accomplishing its task. The GRD may acquire water and water

rights, develop or acquire needed facilities, acquire, treat,

and deliver effluent, and use public rights of way. As stated

earlier, the GRD may levy and collect a replenishment tax

(withdrawal fee) on groundwater withdrawals in the district;

it may also levy and receive ad valorem taxes (property taxes)

on property in the district, up to two cents per $100 assessed

valuation. With voter approval in a general election the GRD

may issue bonds, and the GRD is also to receive 80% of the

money paid into the Phoenix AMA augmentation fund. The GRD

may require district members to file withdrawal and use

reports, and to pay fees. Finally, the GRD is authorized to

contract with other persons and entities, including local,

state, federal, and Indian governments.

An important feature of the GRD legislation is that,

unlike the AGMA, it clearly provides significant authorities

for the GRD to manage surface water and groundwater

conjunctively, though it still can't regulate surface water

resources. Much of the potential replenishment water for the
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GRD is surface water, from both inside and outside the

district. When surface water sources are abundant the GRD may

recharge the water into district aquifers, and when surface

water supplies are scarce (see "Drought Relief Account" below)

the GRD has the authority to authorize supplemental

groundwater withdrawals. The GRD is also authorized to

provide surface water to a water user who would otherwise pump

groundwater from within the district.

While provided with many authorities, the GRD also has

several restrictions placed on its activities. The GRD may

not withdraw groundwater within the district for sale or

resale (it is not to be a retail groundwater supply agency),

it may not collect or treat raw sewage, it may not treat water

(other than effluent) for sale, and it may not permanently

store water in surface impoundments. It may not condemn water

rights, government water facilities, electrical facilities, or

state trust lands. And finally, it may not fund watershed

management activities or weather modification programs.

Relationship to the Department of Water Resources 

In addition to the restrictions listed above, the

independence of the GRD is limited by its relationship to the

Department of Water Resources. Two years after its creation

the GRD must submit a preliminary plan of operations describ-

ing its proposed replenishment efforts. The plan must include

a list of water sources, financing, and expected replenishment

activities over a 17-year time horizon. Ten years after its
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formation the GRD must submit a long-range plan describing

operations through the year 2025. In both plans the GRD must

prove its current capabilities for meeting replenishment

obligations.

After holding public hearings, DWR will determine whether

or not the submitted plans are consistent with achieving the

AMA's safe-yield goal. Failure to gain DWR approval for the

plans results in strong sanctions (see below). If the long-

range plan is approved, the GRD must prepare a new 20-year

plan ("replenishment report") every five years; these plans do

not require DWR approval, but DWR makes comments on the plans

and the GRD is required to hold public hearings on them.

The GRD is also related to the Phoenix AMA through the

Groundwater Management Act's Assured Water Supply (AWS)

provisions (see Chapter 3). The biggest change for GRD

members with respect to AWS requirements is that they are able

to meet the "consistency with the management goal" requirement

much more easily. Management goal compliance will be assumed

for GRD members if the GRD's operation plan has been approved

by DWR, the approval has not expired, and the GRD has met its

replenishment obligations. This presumption of compliance

replaces DWR's former standard requiring individuals to limit

the 100-year depth-to-water level at 1200 feet with no more

than a 10-foot-per-year decline. As with failure to have its

plans approved, failure of the GRD to meet these requirements

are met with strict sanctions (discussed below).
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The "sufficient water of adequate quality continuously

available for 100 years" provision is marginally changed for

GRD members; GRD members must prove that depth-to-water after

100 years will not exceed 1000 feet or the bottom of the

aquifer, whichever is less. This replaces the previous 1200

-foot standard, and abolishes the rate limitation of no more

than a 10-foot decline per year.	 AWS requirements for

demonstrating financial capability and "consistency with the

AMA management plan" are not changed for GRD members.

Drought Relief Account

Another provision of the GRD legislation allows GRD

members to make additional groundwater withdrawals in drought

years without paying replenishment taxes. A drought relief

account managed by the GRD starts at zero balance in the third

year after the GRD is formed, and is then credited every year

with an amount equal to annual historic natural recharge, as

determined by DWR from a 30-year average. After two years,

credits in the account may be used to withdraw an equal amount

of groundwater without paying replenishment taxes, if the

previous year was a drought year. Drought years are defined

as years in which CAP or other surface water suppies are less

than 80% of normal. The drought relief credits are allocated

to GRD members in proportion to historic groundwater use.

Sanctions and Enforcement

The 1991 legislation included numerous provisions for

enforcing the goals and requirements of the new replenishment
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district. If the GRD develops an "excessive" debit balance

(defined as a current balance exceeding the cumulative debit

total of the past four years) after three years of operation,

then several sanctions are invoked. First, in what is perhaps

the strongest sanction, district members would not be allowed

to use any district groundwater to demonstrate an assured

water supply. Second, AWS designations for all Service Area

providers within the district would be terminated, with re-

issuance possible only under the condition that the provider

demonstrate a 100-year assured water supply without using more

than 100 times the annual groundwater withdrawals of the last

five years. (In other words, providers could not use

increased groundwater withdrawals to demonstrate a 100-year

assured water supply, even if the resulting depth-to-water

would be less than 1000 feet). Third, the Phoenix AMA would

not be allowed to issue new groundwater withdrawal permits.

And finally, new development plans based on the acquisition or

conversion of Type 1 groundwater rights would not be approved

by DWR.

The GRD has been given relatively strong enforcement

authorities to force compliance with GRD policies. Maximum

civil penalties for failure to file reports are $1,000 per

day, while the maximum penalty for failure to pay required

taxes or fees is $10,000 per day. The GRD is authorized to

recover these penalties through the Maricopa County Superior

Court.
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Rules 

The Phoenix Groundwater Replenishment District

legislation contains numerous institutional rule changes, for

all seven types of rules. At the implementation level the

GRD's Board of Directors has significant rulemaking

authorities, cities and private water companies have

authorities with respect to the creation of the GRD, and DWR

has the authority to approve or deny GRD plans. Information

rules at this level are also numerous, primarily in the form

of public notice and hearing requirements. These rules are

very important in creating an information base on which to

make policies, and in making the policymaking accessible to a

broad range of participants.

The primary new positions at the operational level are

"administrator," "district member," and "district resident."

Boundary rules correspond to each of these positions: the

PGRD legislation specifies conditions under which the GRD will

fill the administrator position, municipal and industrial

users who withdraw groundwater within the district become

district members, and anyone living within the district

becomes a district resident.

The scope rule which defines the permissible outcomes of

the new institution is that participant actions will affect

municipal and industrial groundwater use and replenishment

within the Phoenix AMA.
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The legislation creates multiple authority rules,

especially for the GRD. Most of these are found in the "GRD

Financing and Authorities" and "Enforcement and Sanctions"

sections above. Other position holders were also given

authorities: district residents may approve or deny the

issuance of bonds by the GRD, and district members may choose

their own strategy for using water; they may avoid

replenishment duties altogether (by relying on water sources

not including district groundwater), or pay for replenishment

through replenishment taxes, contracts, or purchase of credits

from other members.

The two primary information rules at this level are that

district members are required to submit information about

water use and sources to the GRD and DWR, and the GRD is

required to keep district members current on their account

balances.

The whole system of debits and credits and account

balances contains numerous aggregation rules. Rules

specifying the actions that are to be taken when individual

account debits exceed account credits are aggregation rules,

as they tie individual actions to resource outcomes. Another

important aggregation rule states that when cumulative debits

(representing groundwater withdrawals of individual district

members) exceed total replenishment, all new development using

groundwater will be disallowed. (Note that this is also a

payoff rule, in that it allocates costs to specified
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participants). This rule is a key to the potential success of

the institution; along with the increased cost of groundwater

(which should decrease consumption) it is the primary

mechanism for ensuring that groundwater tables will not

continue to decline in the district.

Payoff rules are also numerous, though not always

explicit. In addition to the joint aggregation/payoff rule

listed above, rules state that costs of the GRD will be paid

by district members (through replenishment taxes or contract

with the GRD), other groundwater pumpers in the district

(through AMA augmentation funds turned over to the GRD), and

district residents (through property taxes and bonding).

Failure to meet standards will result in direct costs for

those wishing to initiate new uses of groundwater in the

district, and indirect costs for those who depend on such new

development.

Benefit distribution is not explicit, but still exists:

developers and municipalities benefit from eased AWS

requirements, all groundwater pumpers in the district benefit

from higher water tables (to the degree that the GRD is

successful), and district residents presumably benefit from

greater prospects for a sustainable groundwater supply.
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CHAPTER 7. ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT

Introduction

Water management policy in Orange County has consistently

been directed towards the protection and enhancement of the

county's water supply, rather than towards limiting water

demands. Methods used to further this policy have included

the purchase of water from outside the basin, artificial

recharge, the use of treated effluent, and a "basin equity

fund." This supply oriented approach is the focus of this

chapter, the factual material in which has been derived from

Blomquist (198?).

Physical Environment 

Orange County covers 798 square miles in southern

California, just south of Los Angeles. It is bordered by the

Santa Ana Mountains on the east, the Chino and Puente Hills to

the north, and the Pacific Ocean to the southwest. Rainfall

in the area is low (averaging 13.4 in/yr) and extremely

variable. Historically both floods and droughts have created

water management problems in the county.

Natural water sources in the basin include the Santa Ana

River, which runs out of the mountains to the ocean, and the

Coastal Basin Aquifer, which underlies most of the basin.

Both the river and the aquifer are vulnerable to water .

development occurring upstream from Orange County.
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Today the flows of the Santa Ana River are completely

captured, so that it no longer runs to the ocean except during

unusual flood events. The Coastal Basin Aquifer has a maximum

storage capacity of 15 million acre feet, only 10% of which

constitutes its usable storage capacity (water quality is

.sharply diminished at deeper levels). The basin is

replenished by surface water infiltration from the Santa Ana

River (an average of 50,000 af/yr) and by underground flows.

Sustained yield for the groundwater basin is estimated to be

150,000 af/yr.

History of Development

The area was first settled by Spanish explorers in 1769,

and for the next 150 years the region's economy was dominated

by agriculture. In the 1800s, rapidly expanding irrigation

increased demands for both surface and groundwater, and by

1920 groundwater withdrawals had reached 180,000 af/yr, with

noticeably adverse effects on the water table.

To cope with the emerging problem, Orange County

commissioned an engineering report (the Lippincott report)

which was to serve as the foundation for further policy

actions. The report recommended the augmentation of supplies

through construction of facilities for enhanced recharge of

the groundwater basin. To implement this plan, the Orange

County Water District (OCWD) was formed in 1931 and began

operations shortly thereafter.
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The new artificial recharge policy worked well during the

low-growth years of the Depression and World War II, but

following the war the population of the basin began to soar.

In 1920, 51% of the population of 61,000 had still been

classified as rural, but as population rates began to double

every ten years after the war, industry (primarily oil) and

then commercial and industrial uses of the land became

dominant. By 1980 the county's population of almost two

million was 99.7% urban.

The demand for water also increased during this period,

leading to new water augmentation measures. Beginning in the

mid 1940s OCWD began a policy of purchasing "surplus water"

from outside the District and using it to recharge basin

aquifers. The water came from the Metropolitan Water

District, or MWD. 9 For twenty years this policy succeeded not

only in halting the decline of the water table, but in

partially reversing the accumulated groundwater deficit.

But by the mid 1960s, with the population continuing to

grow at high rates and with reduced amounts of "surplus" water

available for purchase, water tables in the basin once again

began to fall. OCWD redoubled efforts to capture and recharge

all natural flows, and focused on encouraging the "conjunctive

management" of surface and groundwater. Under this policy,

9ITWD is a huge water wholesaler that services most of southern
California, in large part with water from northern California or
the Colorado River.
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surface water sources were used for normal daily needs, and

groundwater was used to meet peak demands and emergency needs.

OCWD also began to recharge treated effluent near the

coastline, in an effort to block the intrusion of saline water

into the aquifer during periods when the groundwater table was

below sea level.

Description of the Institution

Groundwater Rights 

Groundwater rights in California are generally governed

by the correlative rights doctrine. Under this doctrine,

water masters working for the state courts establish a maximum

annual withdrawal rate for each basin (usually designed to

achieve safe yield) and then divide up rights to these

withdrawals among the overlying landowners. In times of

shortage or declining water tables, all rightsholders are

required to reduce their withdrawals in proportion to their

rights.

However, these rights are established only after basin-

wide adjudications, and, following residents' wishes, water

rights in Orange County have never been adjudicated. This has

allowed Orange County well owners to withdraw as much water as

they desire (subject to an evaluation of their own revenues

and costs), much as what happens in a state governed by the

reasonable use doctrine. Orange County residents have

continued to express a strong desire to avoid restrictions on
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their groundwater development, even in the face of declining

water tables and saltwater intrusion.

OCWD Operations 

The OCWD was not given any authorities to restrict

groundwater pumping or enforce conservation requirements.

Instead, the OCWD was given the authority to pursue the

protection and enhancement of supplies, through articifial

recharge and the purchase of water from outside the basin.

OCWD's "inviolate" policy (which continues to this day) is to

provide an adequate supply of water to meet any demand,

regardless of growth, development, or drought.

Rather than using purchased water directly, imported

water is recharged into the aquifer through shallow spreading

basins and other engineered recharge facilities. The aquifer

itself is used as the storage and distribution system for much

of Orange County's water; this saves the county billions of

dollars that would have been necessary for an equivalent

amount of surface storage and distribution facilities.

Well owners are required to register their wells and

record the amount of water pumped, and twice a year are

required to report these amounts to the OCWD. Enforcement

provisions exist, but to date have rarely been applied.

Financing

To fund its operations OCWD was originally given the

authority to levy an ad valorem (property) tax, on the

rationale that OCWD's activities benefited all residents of
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the basin. A 1953 amendment to the Orange County Water

District Act gave OCWD the authority to levy a "replenishment

assessment," or pump tax, to fund increased purchases of water

from outside the basin.

In 1968 another amendment to the 1931 Act gave OCWD the

authority to levy a "basin equity assessment" on water

suppliers pumping more than the "basin production percentage"

of groundwater from the basin. The basin production

percentage is established by the OCWD Board of Directors,

based on the conditions of the basin and availability of

outside water. It is intended to establish an ideal quantity

of water that should be furnished from the groundwater basin,

and is based on the average difference in cost between

groundwater and imported surface water. Suppliers deriving

more than this percentage of their water from groundwater

sources are charged assessed an extra fee.

Revenues from the assessment go to a "Basin Equity Fund"

(managed by the OCWD Board of Directors), which is used to

compensate suppliers who derive less than the specified

percentage of their water from the groundwater basin. The

goal of this policy is to help balance the costs of

groundwater suppliers, as some suppliers benefited more than

others from recharge activities undertaken by OCWD. Water

table levels, and thus pump lift costs, depend on the

particular locations of recharge and pumping.
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Rules 

As described above there are not many implementation-

level rules associated with the OCWD, in large part due to the

fact that Orange County residents did not want to create an

aggressive policymaking organization. OCWD does have the

authority to set pump taxes and the basin production

percentage, and to manage the Basin Equity Fund. It also is

allowed to take certain other actions which enhance its

administrative capabilities, but most significant rulemaking

is reserved for basin residents and the state legislature.

Several new positions were created at the operational

level. The position of "regulator" was established, and for

purposes of the Basin Equity Assessment "groundwater pumpers"

were segregated into those who were withdrawing more than the

targeted proportion of groundwater and those who were

withdrawing less.

The scope rule limits OCWD activities to the enhancement

of the basin's water supplies, with only secondary effects on

demand (through increased withdrawal fees).

Authority rules gave both categories of groundwater

suppliers the right to withdraw as much groundwater as they

desired. In addition, OCWD may purchase water from outside

the basin, construct and operate recharge facilities, enforce

well registration and reporting requirements, levy ad valorem

taxes, withdrawal fees, and equity assessments.
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The most important aggregation rule states that well

owners will continue to pump groundwater until their private

costs (including withdrawal fees and equity assessments)

exceed their benefits. There is no rule in place which would

limit groundwater pumping due to declining groundwater tables

.or other adverse resource states.

The payoff rules are perhaps the most unique feature of

this institution, as costs are allocated in a number of ways.

Property taxes cause some costs to be borne by all basin

residents, withdrawal fees fall directly on groundwater

pumpers and indirectly on all groundwater users, and those

withdrawing a higher proportion of groundwater than is

established in the basin production percentage shoulder

additional costs through the Basin Equity Assessment.

Benefits accrue to those who pump less than the basin

production percentage, or who use only surface water is

imported from outside the basin. To the degree that OCWD's

activities are successful, all residents of the basin benefit

either directly or indirectly through lower pump lifts and

greater sustainability of the basin's groundwater supplies.
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CHAPTER 8. KERN COUNTY WATER AGENCY

Introduction

In their efforts to supplement and expand their water

supplies Kern County water users and suppliers have begun to

utilize an extensive water trading system. While Kern County

differs from the Upper San Pedro basin in numerous respects,

the water trading and financing provisions in this institution

may suggest opportunities for managing Upper San Pedro Basin

water supplies.

Physical Environment

Kern County is located at the southern end of

California's San Joaquin Valley. Rainfall is sparse,

averaging 5-8 inches per year, and falls primarily during the

winter. The county has several substantial sources of water

including the Kern River, 670,000 af/yr, Isabella Dam on the

Kern River with a storage capacity of 570,000 af, the Bureau

of Reclamation's Friant-Kern Canal, 400,000 af/yr, deliveries

from the state's California Aqueduct 960,000 af/yr, and a

groundwater aquifer underlying 1.25 million acres of the

county, 1.3 million af/yr (Gottlieb and FitzSimmons, 1989).

Economy of the County

The economy of the region is dominated by petroleum and

agricultural industries (Vaux, 1986). Agriculture is very

highly concentrated, with large corporate farms (some owned by
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the oil companies) comprising most of the irrigated lands. Up

to one million acres of the county have been irrigated,

primarily to grow cotton, alfalfa, grapes, and almonds. These

four crops require an average of 2.65 af of water per acre,

and produced revenues of over $1.4 billion in 1986.

Bakersfield (1980 population 98,800) is the primary urban area

in the county, and used an average of 110,000 af of water per

year in the 1980s (Gottlieb and FitzSimmons, 1989).

History of Development

In the 1800s Kern County was settled by ranchers, and the

land was primarily used for grazing. After the railroad

arrived in the late 1800s (thereby supplying a potential

market for agricultural goods) farming became much more

important, and water consumption drastically increased. By

the 1930s significant overdrafting of ground water supplies

had become apparent, and county landowners began to look to

outside sources for new irrigation water.

Isabella Dam was built by the Army Corps of Engineers in

1950, ostensibly for flood control purposes, but it also

increased the supply of reliable water for agriculture. In

1951, the arrival of subsidized water from the federal Central

Valley Project (CVP) touched off a huge expansion in irrigated

acreage and a boom in land values.

Ironically, irrigated acreage inspired by these new water

sources increased faster than the imported supplies, so that

groundwater overdrafts became much worse (700,000 af/yr). In
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response, county landowners created the Kern County Water

Association in 1956 to lobby for even greater supplies of

water.

In 1959 the state legislature authorized creation of the

State Water Project (SWP). The SWP was designed to move

massive quantities of water from the wetter, northern end of

the state south to the Central Valley and southern California.

Agreement on SWP contract terms set off another boom in

irrigated acreage and land values. For the first ten years

the only problems faced by Kern County arose from the need to

divide up "surplus" water (water delivered in excess of

contracted amounts, for a lower-than-contract price) among the

county's irrigation districts. But in 1976-77 a drought hit

California, and surface water supplies were sharply reduced.

During this period water trades started to occur between

individual irrigation districts in Kern County.

In 1982-1984 agriculture was in decline throughout the

U.S., including Kern County. Increased energy, construction,

and capital expenses had increased the cost of water, and

numerous farm bankruptcies were reported in 1984 and 1985.

Kern County found itself with more water than its farms were

prepared to use, and many of the water districts in the county

began to look for alternative uses of their contracted water.

Numerous attempts were made to market excess water both within

and outside the county (Vaux, 1986).
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Description of the Institution

Prior to the large scale development of surface water

resources Kern County water suppliers were guided solely by

private cost/benefit considerations and traditional water

rights law (reasonable use for groundwater and the

appropriation doctrine for surface water). After large

surface water facilities were built, water districts were

formed to facilitate the allocation and distribution of the

water. Water districts in Kern County are of four types; nine

are California Water Districts, seven are Water Storage

Districts, two are Irrigation Districts, and one is a

Municipal Utility District. In 1961, the Kern County Water

Agency (KCWA) was formed as an umbrella organization to

contract for water from the State Water Project (SWP) and to

wholesale it to member districts.

The various water districts in Kern County have similar

authorities. All of them are able to contract directly with

the federal Central Valley Project (CVP) for water supplies.

To obtain SWP water they must contract with the KCWA, which in

turn contracts with the SWP. To finance debt and

administrative costs, and to build and maintain distribution

systems, districts may tax property holders within their

jurisdictions. They also may levy water availability charges

(a fixed fee) and charge individual water users for water

delivered. Districts are not allowed to make profits on their

activities, but are allowed to trade or sell "excess water" to
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other entities. Districts may also pump groundwater and

operate recharge facilities (Vaux, 1986).

The jurisdiction of the KCWA covers the entire county,

though not all districts are members. KCWA has the authority

to contract for SWP water (contracted water is known as

"entitlement water") and wholesale it to member districts.

KCWA also allocates SWP "surplus" water (water that has not

been contracted for but is still available) among the member

districts. KCWA may operate flood control, drainage,

reclamation, and recharge facilities.

Water pricing policies in the districts are designed to

encourage the use of imported surface water so that

groundwater supplies can be reserved for periods of drought.

The policy is to keep surface water prices slightly lower than

groundwater prices, so that water users will preferentially

use surface water when it is available, but still maintain

their wells for emergency use.

Water trades occur in the county when one district has

excess water, or water of a certain type (e.g. "surplus"

water) that it wants to trade for water at another time or of

another type (e.g. "entitlement" water). Because of the large

number of suppliers (local ground water, local surface water,

imported water from both federal and state projects), the

large number of water users (19 water districts), and the

different types of water (entitlement, surplus), there are

many possibilities for trades. Trade possibilities are made
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possible by the presence of a comprehensive network of

physical facilities linking storage and conveyance facilities,

water users (both inside and outside the county), and water

suppliers (Vaux, 1986).

Financing

Since the cost of pumping groundwater is usually lower

than the price of imported surface water, KCWA revenue

shortfalls regularly occur. These shortfalls are covered

through property taxes paid uniformly by all county residents,

as the importation of water supplies is thought to benefit the

county as a whole.

KCWA also has the authority to levy "zone of benefit"

property taxes (Gottlieb and FitzSimmons, 1989). The county

is divided into a series of zones depending on the presence of

groundwater in the area, the quality of the groundwater, and

the proximity of SWP facilities. The highest charges are

allocated to zones where SWP water is available and where

groundwater supplies are nonexistent or of bad quality. Zones

where high quality groundwater is plentiful and SWP facilities

are distant receive the lowest assessments. Charges between

the two extremes depend on a mixture of the factors described

above. Zone of benefit taxation required authority held

only at the level of the county, so the KCWA was forced to

accept some county control over its activities. Also, a

special election was held by voters in the county to ratify

the zone of benefit taxation scheme; the measure was hotly
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contested but narrowly passed. It has been estimated that oil

companies (50%) and the cities (20%) pay the bulk of these

zone of benefit taxes (Gottlieb and FitzSimmons, 1989).

Rules 

Two particular positions, "water districts" and "county

water agency" have extensive authorities at the implementation

level, as they may create a number of administrative rules and

policies within their defined geographic areas. However,

these rulemaking authorities are not significantly addressed

in the description above.

At the operational level, a very broad scope rule states

that position holders will affect the importation, allocation,

and distribution of both surface and groundwater in the

county.

Authority rules state that KCWA (which holds the position

of "county water agency") may contract with the SWP, may

allocate "surplus" water among the water districts, and may

levy property and zone of benefit taxes. The KCWA also may

undertake flood control, drainage, reclamation, and recharge

projects. Well owners are allowed to pump as much water as

they can put to a beneficial use. Water districts may

contract with the CVP and/or SWP for imported water, may trade

water with other districts, levy property taxes within the

district, and levy a water availability charge on district

members. Water districts must allocate water among their
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members and must not make profits. They may pump groundwater

and operate recharge facilities.

Aggregation rules state that well owners will pump

groundwater according to private cost and benefit

considerations, and imported surface water will be priced

lower than local groundwater. Trades between water districts

will occur when the benefits of trade are positive for both

water districts. Surface water allocations depend on

contracted entitlements in wet years and the availability of

groundwater in dry years (areas without groundwater supplies

have first rights to imported surface water during drought

years).

As was true in the Orange County case, payoff rules in

this case are quite innovative. Costs are distributed among

all county and individual water district residents through

property taxes, to areas of the county receiving the greatest

benefits (or having the highest property values; Gottlieb and

FitzSimmons, 1989) through the zone of benefit taxes, and

directly to water users through water availability and

delivery charges. Benefits accrue to the county as a whole

through continuing economic development, to well owners

through higher groundwater tables, and to users of imported

surface water through subsidized prices.
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CHAPTER 9. INSTREAM FLOW PROTECTION INSTITUTIONS

Introduction

The seventeen western states all rely to at least some

extent on the prior appropriation doctrine to allocate their

surface water resources (see Chapter 2 for a description of

the doctrine). Traditionally, appropriative rights to surface

water were perfected by the actual diversion and beneficial

use of the water. In fact, the prior appropriation doctrine

was specifically designed to permit diversions of surface

water, in contrast to the riparian doctrine which it largely

replaced (DeYoung, 1989).

For the first one hundred years or so from its beginnings

in the mid nineteenth century the prior appropriation system

worked quite well. Miners, farmers, and cities in the arid

west were not always able to locate near scarce streams or

lakes, and so required the ability to divert and transport

water away from natural watercourses. The prior appropriation

doctrine was well suited to the ethic of the times, which

viewed water as an engine of economic development.

In recent years there has been an increased focus on uses

of water which do not require the water's diversion from

natural channels. Recreationists and environmentalists who

earlier stood by as the West's surface water resources became
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fully appropriated have recently become more active in the

assertion of "new" uses and values for instream flows.

Tarlock and Nagel (1989) have identified a staged pattern

in the development of instream flow protection measures.

First came a period of denial, in which established water

rights interests refused to accept emerging instream values.

Next came a widespread period of recognition, in which "the

preservation of instream flows both for recreation and for

ecosystem protection ... moved very much to center stage" (Sax

et al., 1991:152). The transition between the first two

stages was accomplished quite easily, but movement into the

next stage, the implementation of measures designed to protect

instream flows, has proven to be considerably more problematic

(Tarlock and Nagel, 1989).

Instream flow protection measures may face strong

political opposition. They are often perceived as threats to

existing rights or constraints on economic development (Shupe,

1989a). In some states instream flow protection measures face

statutory or constitutional obstacles such as requirements for

diversion, exclusion from lists of beneficial uses, or low

priorities. In addition, the complexity of protection

measures in states that have elaborate water management

policies may cause confusion among water users.

But in the face of growing public acceptance and studies

demonstrating economic benefits of protecting instream flows

(Tarlock and Nagel, 1989), most of the western states have
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begun to implement instream flow protection policies. Some of

these policies share common approaches, while others

demonstrate a substantial amount of variation.

The institutions described below are designed to give the

reader a better understanding of the wide range of oppor-

tunities available for protecting instream flows. Instream

flow protection institutions in Colorado, Oregon, New Mexico,

Washington, and Arizona are presented, along with a summary of

the emerging public trust doctrine.

Colorado

Colorado uses a system of legislatively recognized

instream rights held by a public agency to protect its

instream flows (Shupe, 1989a). Passage of Senate Bill 97 in

1973 explicitly empowered the Colorado Water Conservation

Board (CWCB) to appropriate instream water rights on behalf of

the public and to enforce those rights against proposed

diversions (Shupe, 1989b). The same legislation changed the

state's definition of "beneficial use" to include instream

uses, and removed the need to divert water to establish a

water right. Language in the Act spoke of the need to balance

the activities of mankind with the need to preserve the

natural environment "to a reasonable degree" (Shupe, 1989b).

S.B. 97 survived a constitutional challenge in the early

years, but did not gain widespread acceptance until the

federal government started to assert its own minimum

streamflow levels (to protect endangered species) in the mid
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1980s. At that time state water users began to view the CWCB

instream flow protection program more favorably, as an

alternative to federal control (Shupe, 1989b).

Private parties are not allowed to apply for or hold

instream rights, but are allowed to donate water rights to the

•CWCB for protection. Contracts for such donations are

enforceable by both parties (Shupe, 1989b).

Establishment of instream rights by the CWCB follows a

standard procedure. First, employees of the state Division of

Wildlife (DW) or the Division of Parks and Recreation (DPR) do

extensive fieldwork to determine minimum flow levels to

protect the needs of fish. (CWCB quantifies instream rights

based on the needs of fish, whether or not the fish in the

stream are native). Next, CWCB staff develops preliminary

recommendations for the CWCB, using input from the Division of

Wildlife, Parks and Recreation, and the public. After voting

by the CWCB, the Attorney General's office files for a water

right in the appropriate water court; once water court

procedures are finalized the right is perfected and is

subsequently held by the CWCB.

Because of the relatively recent initiation of this

program, instream rights in Colorado are often the most junior

rights on any given watercourse. CWCB therefore focuses its

enforcement resources on monitoring potential injuries due to

the transfer of senior rights, rather than trying to protect

flows from subsequent junior rights. If CWCB believes that a
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transfer will injure its right, it can ask the Attorney

General's office to file a statement of opposition to the

water court referee's ruling. A statement of opposition

sometimes causes a transfer to be dropped, or to have

conditions imposed. In some cases negotiations between the

CWCB and transfer applicants are initiated; results of such

negotiations may include transfer conditions, monitoring of

minimum streamf lows (paid for by the applicant), or streamf low

augmentation (Shupe, 1989b).

By 1988 over 1,000 rights to 7,000 miles of streams were

protected under the CWCB's instream flow protection program.

Oregon

Oregon's efforts to preserve instream flows started in

1955, when the state legislature created an administrative

process for reserving minimum flows in the state's streams and

rivers. The legislature stated that "the maintenance of

minimum perennial stream flows sufficient to support aquatic

life, to minimize pollution and to maintain recreational

values shall be fostered and encouraged if existing rights and

priorities under existing laws will permit" (Borden,

1989:357). Though the streamf low reservations were given

priority dates in order to prioritize them with existing water

rights, the reservations were actually administrative rules

rather than water rights per se.

Subject to notice and hearing requirements, the state's

Water Resources Commission (WRC) was given the authority to
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classify water uses and withdraw certain streams from further

appropriations. The WRC relied on the state Department of

Fish and Wildlife (DFW) for its technical data. The DFW

physically inspected streams and then applied species-specific

criteria to calculate minimum flow requirements (Borden,

1989).

New legislation in 1983 enabled the DFW and Department of

Environmental Quality (DEQ) to submit requests for increased

minimum flows, and required that the WRC process 75 specific

requests. After public hearings on each request, the WRC was

authorized to: 1) adopt the request; 2) adopt the request at

some other flow rate after making a determination that the

alternative rate would be more appropriate; or 3) reject the

request, after finding that the minimum flow would be of

lesser importance than other uses of the specified stream.

Despite the opportunity for an unlimited number of requests,

no requests were processed by the WRC beyond the 75 specified

in the 1983 legislation (Borden, 1989).

The Oregon legislature expanded the state's instream flow

protection program in 1987 by authorizing a system of instream

rights. Rights are now created in three ways: 1) DFW, DEQ,

and the Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) are author-

ized to submit requests to the WRC (DPR is authorized to

submit applications for the purpose of preserving recreational

opportunities, which is a new feature of the 1987 legisla-

tion); 2) methods are specified for the purchase, lease, or
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donation of private rights for conversion to instream rights;

and 3) the legislation requires that existing minimum flow

reservations be converted to instream rights.

All instream rights are to be held in trust by the WRC.

They have the same status as other water rights, except that

future municipal uses are to take precedence. Those

requesting instream rights do not have to prove actual use to

perfect the rights -- certificates are issued immediately upon

approval of the applications.

One other feature of Oregon's instream flow protection

program was developed through modification of the state's

appropriation laws. Traditionally, water that is made

available through conservation efforts of water users is

relinquished to the state for subsequent appropriation by

other users. However, since 1987, Oregon law states that a

water user may keep 75% of all water made available through

conservation measures, with the remaining 25% to be dedicated

to the preservation of instream flows (Shupe, 1989a; Sax et

al., 1991).

Oregon currently has established minimum flows at 456

points, including river or stream reaches on most of the

state's major rivers and tributaries.

New Mexico

New Mexico is one of three western states that does not

currently give explicit recognition to the protection of

instream flows (Sax et al., 1991; South Dakota and Oklahoma
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are the other two states). New Mexico manages its water

resources through strict adherence to the system of prior

appropriation, and has statutes which require physical

diversion of water to create a water right (DeYoung, 1989).

New Mexico has never undertaken attempts to

comprehensively manage its water resources. It's sole water

rights administrator is the State Engineer, who's role is

largely reactive; the Engineer approves, denies, or conditions

requested water rights changes in accordance with the

requirements of the prior appropriation doctrine (DeYoung,

1989).

The state's water rights administration system is

designed to be minimal. Physical diversions are required in

large part because they are easier to monitor; physical

devices with limited capacities eliminate the need for water

masters or complicated management schemes. Determination of

instream flow requirements and subsequent enforcement would

require expensive administrative resources that the State

Engineer's office does not currently have (DeYoung, 1989).

The State Engineer has always had the authority to deny

applications for new appropriations if they are contrary to

the public welfare, and since 1985 has had this authority with

respect to changes in use or points of diversion as well.

While this authority could conceivably be used to protect

instream or riparian resources, it was primarily designed to
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protect New Mexico's water from possible transfer out of state

(DeYoung, 1989).

Though New Mexico does not explicitly protect its

instream flows, this does not mean that such flows are

entirely unprotected. As was argued by long-time State

Engineer Steve Reynolds, federal and Indian water

reservations, interstate compacts, court decrees, downstream

delivery requirements, and the mountainous location of many of

New Mexico's streams serve to protect many of the state's

streams and rivers from further diversion, whether designed to

do so or not (DeYoung, 1989).

Washington

In stark contrast to New Mexico's approach, the state of

Washington has been making active and comprehensive efforts to

protect its instream flow resources since 1949. Washington's

first efforts to protect instream flows were focused on the

denial or conditioning of new appropriative permits issued by

what is now the Department of Ecology (DOE), but the state has

since enacted a variety of comprehensive planning measures

designed in large part to protect instream flows (Shupe,

1989a; Barwin and Slattery, 1989; Adelsman, 1991).

History of Instream Flow Protection Measures

In 1949 the Washington State legislature declared that it

was the state's policy "...that a flow of water sufficient to

support game fish and food fish ... be maintained at all times

in the streams of this state" (Adelsman, 1991:4). The state's
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Department of Fish and Wildlife (DFW) was directed to make

recommendations to DOE about the impacts of proposed permits

on fish populations, and then DOE was authorized to deny or

condition permits to meet the goals of the legislation.

The state legislature strengthened instream protection

'measures in 1967, in response to those who favored more

systematic planning and greater public participation in the

process (Barwin and Slattery, 1989; Adelsman, 1991). Under

the Minimum Water Flows and Levels Act, DOE was authorized to

establish minimum flows in any of the state's rivers when

requested by DFW (in 1969 DOE was also given the authority to

do so on its own initiative). The Act also required

comprehensive water planning, but didn't allocate enough

resources to DOE to accomplish the task (Barwin and Slattery,

1989; Adelsman, 1991).

1971 Water Resources Act 

In 1971 the Water Resources Act directed DOE to initiate

a statewide water resources program for all beneficial uses,

specifically including instream flows. The Act provided more

resources to accomplish the task, and also created

opportunities for public comment through public notice and

hearing requirements. In response to the Act DOE began to

develop basin plans for 62 "Water Resources Inventory Areas,"

concentrating on the more arid eastern part of the state where

many streams were fully appropriated.
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As part of the 1971 Act DOE was directed to establish

"base flows" for all perennial streams and rivers to "provide

for preservation of wildlife, fish, scenic, aesthetics, and

other environmental values" (Adelsman, 1991:6), unless

"overriding considerations of the public interest" dictated

otherwise (Barwin and Slattery, 1989).

In 1979 DOE started the Washington Instream Resources

Protection Program which was designed to protect "optimum"

flows for fish. Such flows are determined through use of a

model, the "Instream Flow Incremental Method." Together with

information about needs for other instream recreation such as

recreation, navigation, and boating, the optimum levels are

used to establish base flow regulations. If instream flows

fall below the established rate, new consumptive

appropriations are required to cease (Adelsman, 1991).

Enforcement

DOE was authorized to close streams to further

consumptive activities for part or all of a year in the event

that base flows were not met (Barwin and Slattery, 1989).

Penalties for violating orders to stop diversions may amount

to $100/day. The Act also gave DOE the authority to prohibit

or condition proposed water uses, including groundwater

withdrawals, that would interfere with the preservation of the

base flows.

A 1979 amendment to the State Water Code converted

instream flows established by administrative rules into
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appropriative rights with priority dates as of the

establishment of the rules; such rights are enforceable in the

state courts.

New Notice and Education Provisions 

In 1985 DOE attempted to close down several consumptive

uses in the Methow Valley in response to projections of flows

smaller than those established to meet instream needs. DOE's

effort met with widespread noncompliance on the part of

consumptive water users, and resulted in a substantial amount

of dissatisfaction being expressed to state officials and

legislators. Much of this dissatisfaction was focused on

feelings that users had not been adequately notified or

prepared to shut down water facilities in time to plan their

water use activities (Barwin and Slattery, 1989).

To alleviate such problems in the future, DOE improved

their notice and education system. DOE now mails a semi-

monthly letter to water users, local government officials, and

media from April to July during years with projected runoff

that is below average. The letter includes U.S. Weather

Service and Soil Conservation Service reports, as well as

information about river levels. DOE also maintains a 24-hour

toll-free phone line and holds public meetings each year in

basins where consumptive use curtailment is likely. It is

felt that this information will enable water users to make

plans on a 30-60 day basis, and better understand the reasons

for DOE's actions (Barwin and Slattery, 1989).
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Current status 

Though Washington's instream flow protection policies are

extensive, there has been a substantial amount of concern

raised in recent years that "water statutes enacted in the

past decades have tended to simply overlay existing laws

without sufficient attention to amending inconsistencies,

clarifying intent, and providing clear legislative guidance to

administrative programs" (Report to the Washington Legislative

Joint Select Committee, quoted in Adelsman, 1991:8). Efforts

by DOE, the state legislature, and other interested parties

are now underway to better coordinate the state's instream

flow protection policies.

Arizona

Introduction

Instream flow protection in Arizona is largely inspired

by the desire to protect the state's disappearing riparian

areas. Studies have shown that "...only 5-10% of the

Southwest's original riparian areas remain, that they are

among the rarest of all North American forest types, and that

they are increasingly threatened" (Sonorensis, 1988).

Arizona's state legislature has never explicitly

recognized instream flow rights or created an instream flow

protection program. However, in 1941 and 1962 it expanded the

state's list of beneficial water uses to include recreation

and wildlife, including fish. In 1976 the Arizona Court of

Appeals, Division One, indicated in McClellan v. Jantzen (AZ
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547 P.2d 494) that expansion of the list to include uses which

did not require diversions implicitly created a right to the

use of water in situ.

Arizona's Department of Water Resources (DWR) used this

court case as a basis for creating an administrative process

for granting water rights for the protection of instream flows

(Dishlip, 1989). The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and The

Nature Conservancy (TNC) both applied for such rights in 1979,

and in 1983 DWR granted TNC the state's first permit for

instream water flows. In 1991 TNC received the state's first

certificated water right for its Ramsey Canyon Preserve in the

Upper San Pedro River basin (Kulakowski and Tellman, 1990).

The Administrative Process 

The state's water statute says that "any person or the

state of Arizona or a political subdivision thereof" may

appropriate unappropriated water" (ARS ?? sec. 145-151). Any

application to appropriate must include information about the

source of supply and the nature and amount of the proposed

water use. In addition, instream flow applications must

document the amount of water available in the stream and the

amount necessary to maintain the stated use, which can mean an

extensive amount of documentation (Kulakowski and Tellman,

1990). DWR then must consider potential conflicts with vested

rights (other rights holders may protest), and the public

interest and welfare before granting a permit (Dishlip, 1989).
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The applicant is required to give notice to people who

may be affected if the right is granted. Anyone wanting to

protest an application must be able to demonstrate direct

harms that would occur if the permit is granted. DWR has

required applicants to resolve any protests, and has halted

its approval process until valid protests are withdrawn

(Kulakowski and Tellman, 1990). If protests are resolved and

the other criteria are met, DWR grants the permit. To perfect

the right and receive a certificated water right, the permit

holder must demonstrate actual use of the water through

monitoring of water adequacy over a specified period of time

(Kulakowski and Tellman, 1990).

Arizona's Future

Several proposals for changing Arizona's methods of

protecting instream flows and riparian areas are currently

before the state legislature. These include H.B. 2404 and

S.B. 1349, which are supported by the Department of Water

Resources.

Among other things, these two bills would require that

the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) conduct an

assessment of all activities which might affect riparian areas

and establish a committee to design regulatory schemes to

reduce negative impacts of these activities. DWR has asked

for the authority to review "changes in use" applications for

potential impacts on riparian areas, and also asked for money
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to study regulatory approaches for protecting riparian areas

from the adverse effects of groundwater pumping (Olsen, 1992).

The two bills would also explicitly create instream flow

rights, and provide a process for converting existing

appropriative rights to inflow rights. DWR is proposing that

.instream rights be limited to landholders, on the grounds that

failure to gain cooperation of the riparian landholder would

make it impossible to protect the right anyway. The state

Department of Game and Fish would also be allowed to apply for

instream rights, since it has enough regulatory authority to

protect fish resources even when they don't own the riparian

land (Olsen, 1992).

Due to conflict between advocates of private appro-

priative rights (who think the bills are too extreme) and

advocates of instream flow protection measures (who think they

do not go far enough), the bills are currently "bogged down"

in the legislature. Resolution of the issue remains high on

the Governor's priority list however, so that significant

legislation may be passed this year (Olsen, 1992).

Public Trust Doctrine

Introduction

In contrast to the legislative and administrative

policies described above, the public trust doctrine has been

developed by the courts. The public trust doctrine is an

emerging, evolving doctrine which in recent years has been

used to protect instream flows. Use of the public trust
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doctrine has been extremely controversial, as some have viewed

it as a vehicle to assert the public interest into water

resource allocation decisions, while others have viewed it as

an underhanded means of sidestepping constitutional

protections and vested rights (Shupe, 1989a).

The public trust doctrine is a creature of state law

which addresses the responsibilities of the state in

regulating the use of navigable waters and the land beneath

them (Sax et al., 1991). In its basic form the doctrine

states that such lands and waters must be held in trust for

the people by the state; states are not allowed to take any

actions which would violate that trust. The public trust

doctrine does not constitute a systematic, anticipatory

policy, but has been used to withdraw waters from

appropriation on an "ad hoc" basis (Tarlock and Nagel, 1989).

History

The public trust doctrine has its roots in English common

law, where it was used to protect the people's ability to fish

and conduct commerce on tidewaters. The earliest major public

trust case in the U.S. is Illinois Central Railroad Co. v. 

Illinois (U.S. Supreme Court 1892, 146 U.S. 387, 13 S.Ct. 110,

36 L.Ed. 1018) which held that the title to state lands

underlying navigable waters "is a title held in trust for the

people of the state that they may enjoy the navigation of the

waters, carry on commerce over them, and have liberty of
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fishing therein freed from the obstruction or interferences of

private parties" (quoted in Sax et al., 1991:565).

The concept of "navigable waters" has been greatly

expanded over the years. In 1870 the Supreme Court stated

that "those rivers must be regarded as public navigable rivers

in law which are navigable in fact" (The Daniel Ball, U.S.

Supreme Court 1870, 77 U.S. [10 Wall] 557), but in Utah V. 

United States (U.S. Supreme Court 1971, 403 U.S. 9, 91 S.Ct.

1775, 29 L.Ed.2d 279) the court stated that this standard does

not require susceptibility to commercial activity on a large

scale. In Marks v. Whitney (California Supreme Court 1971, 6

Ca1.3d 251, 98 Cal.Rptr. 790, 491 P.2d 374) the California

Supreme Court expanded the definition of navigable waters to

include tidelands, and made reference to previous inclusion of

hunting, bathing, swimming, boating, and general recreation as

purposes for which the trust exists. Most importantly, the

court in Marks ruled that the public trust must expand "to

encompass changing public needs" (quoted in Sax et al.,

1991:569). An important new public need cited by the court

was preservation of tidelands in their natural state.

The strongest advance in the public trust doctrine to

date also occurred in California, in National Audubon Society

v. Superior Court of Alpine County (California Supreme Court

1983, 33 Ca1.3d 419, Cal.Rptr. 346, 658 P.2d 709). The

California Supreme Court referred to the "well established"

principle of applying the trust to inland lakes and streams,
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and stated that the public trust could also protect navigable

waters from harm caused by diversion of nonnavigable

tributaries. Perhaps most importantly, the court ruled that

the public trust doctrine could be applied retroactively to

restrict or revoke previously granted appropriative rights.

While not yet widely cited outside California, National 

Audubon may have established an important precedent for the

western states (Sax et. al, 1991).

The Public Trust in Arizona 

In response to comments of Arizona state officials who

were asserting state ownership of lands in the beds of state

watercourses, in 1987 the state legislature took steps to

largely relinquish the state's intersest in such lands (Judge

Fidel, in Arizona Center for Law in the Public Interest v. 

Hassell, Arizona Court of Appeals, Division One, 95 Ariz. Adv.

Rep. 13. This action was challenged in court by the Arizona

Center for Law in the Public Interest, which asserted the

relevance of the public trust doctrine. The trial court did

not accept this assertion, and granted summary judgment for

the state. The case was subsequently heard on appeal.

The Arizona Court of Appeals declined to rule on actual

navigability of the rivers in question, but concluded that

enough substantive evidence had been submitted to make

navigability an issue of fact to be decided in a trial court.

Citing Illinois Central and subsequent cases, the Court of

Appeals also ruled that the actions proposed by the
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legislature were indeed subject to public trust considera-

tions. The court stated that while the public trust does not

entirely prohibit the relinquishment of state trust lands, the

state must take more active measures to ascertain the public

trust before disposing of lands subject to the trust.

It is not yet clear how firmly established the public

trust doctrine is in Arizona. The ruling in Hassell 

indicated that state actions with respect to lands underlying

navigable watercourses must be evaluated in terms of the

public trust, but cases decided by the Court of Appeals do not

establish as strong a precedent as those heard by the Arizona

Supreme Court. Furthermore, the court did not actually accept

the assertion that rivers in the state (aside from the

Colorado River) were indeed navigable; it only ruled that

enough evidence had been presented to justify making a

determination of fact in a trial court. So far there are no

court rulings in Arizona which extend the public trust

doctrine to nonnavigable waterways which are tributary to

navigable waterways.

Rules 

Brief characterizations of each of the foregoing instream

flow protection institutions are useful in emphasizing

contrasts between them. Unless otherwise noted, only

operational level rules are described here. The operational

rules of primary interest are the position, boundary, and

aggregation rules, though others are described when important.
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The scope rule for each institution states that participant

actions will affect the protection of instream flows.

Colorado

Positions established include "instream rights holder"

and "instream rights donater." Boundary rules state that only

the Colorado Water Conservation Board may serve as the former,

while anyone holding or purchasing appropriative water rights

may become a donater.

There are two primary aggregation rules. One states that

the prior appropriation doctrine will govern the administra-

tion of instream rights. The other defines the process for

establishing instream rights, starting with a determination of

flows necessary to protect fish by other state agencies and

ending with perfection of the right through the state water

courts.

Oregon

Positions include "administrator of instream

reservations," "instream rights holder," and "appropriative

rights holder." Boundary rules state that the Water Resources

Commission (WRC) alone will serve in the first and second

positions (1955 and 1987 legislation), and the authority rule

associated with the third position states that the rights

holder may lease, sell, or donate appropriative rights to the

WRC.

There are three primary aggregation rules. The first

establishes the processes for creating instream rights: these
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include submission of request to the WRC from other state

agencies; purchase, lease, or donation by private rights

holders; and conversion of minimum flow reservations to

instream rights. The second aggregation rule states that 25%

of all conserved water will be dedicated to instream flows,

. and the third rule states that the the prior appropriation

doctrine will govern the administration of instream flow

rights (except that future municipal rights will take

precedence over instream rights).

There is a notable lack of an information rule requiring

documentation from rights applicants to perfect an instream

right; rights are perfected immediately upon approval of the

permit.

New Mexico

There are no positions for holders of instream rights or

minimum flow reservations in New Mexico. The aggregation rule

adopts the prior appropriation doctrine (including the

requirement for a physical diversion) for the governance of

all rights.

Washington

Positions include "administrator of instream

reservations" and "instream rights holder." Boundary rules

found in 1949 and 1979 legislation specify that the Department

of Ecology alone will fill both positions.

Aggregation rules define a process for establishing

minimum streamflows based on the needs of fish, and including
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use of the Instream Flow Incremental Method. Another

aggregation rule states that instream flows will be governed

by a comprehensive planning process.

There are several information rules that help to define

Washington's instream flows institution. Rules require that

substantial amounts of information need to be taken into

consideration by the administrator of instream reservations

when undertaking planning or enforcement activities. (Note

that planning is more of an implementation level activity).

Procedures adopted by the Department of Ecology to educate and

give notice to private rights holders are also information

rules, and are an important part of this institution.

Arizona 

Positions at the operational level include "instream

rights holder" and "instream rights administrator." Boundary

rules currently allow any private or public entity to become

an instream rights holder, but new boundary rules may prohibit

participants those who don't own riparian property from

becoming instream rights holders. The boundary rule

designating DWR as the instream rights administrator is fairly

weak; it is an administrative ruling based on a state Appeals

Court ruling. It should be noted that the same boundary rule

identifies DWR as the holder of an "instream rights permitting

agency" position at the implementation level.

One important aggregation rule specifies the process for

creating instream rights, including the requirement that
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permit applicants must resolve all protests before DWR will

proceed with application processing. Another important

aggregation rule states that instream rights will be governed

according to the prior appropriation doctrine.

Information rules state that instream rights applicants

must supply additional information (regarding the amount of

water in the stream and the amount necessary to maintain the

stated use) with their application to DWR. Another

information rule requires that instream permit holders collect

and submit data to DWR proving actual use of the water for a

specified period after the permit is granted.

Public Trust

The primary position here is "trustee," and the relevant

boundary rule specifies that only the state can hold the

position. An authority rule states that the trustee must not

relinquish control of lands subject to the trust unless such

relinquishment would further the intent of the trust.

The aggregation rule states that court procedures will

govern establishment and administration of trust lands.

In contrast to the institutions described above, payoff

rules in the public trust doctrine have the potential to

distribute enormous costs to existing appropriative rights

holders, through restriction loss of their rights. In

general, the distribution of costs and benefits under the

public trust doctrine is decided by the courts.
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CHAPTER 10. EVALUATION OF INSTITUTIONS

Introduction

The institutions described in the preceding chapters were

presented in order to illustrate ways in which alternative

sets of rules can be used to manage water resources. The

expectation is that, using the definition and typology of

rules presented in Chapter 2, existing institutions can be

evaluated for features of interest or value to residents of

the Upper San Pedro basin. This effort must start with a

definition of the criteria used to evaluate the different

institutions.

The criteria are derived from the water management goals

of Upper San Pedro residents described in Chapter 1. The

water management goals include sustainability of the region's

water supplies (including protection of the basin's water

resources from claims arising outside the basin) and

protection of riparian areas. The definition of criteria used

to evaluate institutions starts with the recognition that

rules must be conducive to the achievement of these goals.

Criteria

Scope Rules 

Scope rules need to be broad enough to include actions

capable of affecting the outcomes that are specified as goals

of the institution. For example, because of the strong
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hydrologic connections between surface water and groundwater

throughout the Upper San Pedro basin, diversions of surface

water or withdrawals of groundwater anywhere in the basin have

the potential to affect management goals. Therefore the scope

rule should encompass the management of both surface water and

groundwater. Similarly, scope rules may need to encompass

actions that affect both water supply and water demand,

because both of these factors will affect the achievement of

management goals. To protect Upper San Pedro residents from

claims arising outside the basin, scope rules may need to

encompass acts of negotiation on behalf of basin residents.

Authority Rules 

The primary criteria for authority rules are that they

(1) must enable or require participant actions that are

necessary to achieve stated goals, and (2) also restrict

activities which are detrimental to achievement of the goals.

Many of the institutions described above have authority rules

which meet one of these criteria, but not the other. Such

institutions are much more limited in their capacities to

reach desired resource outcomes.

It must also be considered that some activities may

impact resources directly, such as the withdrawal of

groundwater or increased irrigation, while others may impact

outcomes indirectly, such as agency fund raising and

enforcement activities. Authority rules must cover both types

of activities; enforcement and financing capabilities of
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regulatory or administrative agencies are as important as

authorities that impact the resources directly.

Aggregation Rules

These rules are very important but often overlooked. The

criterion for aggregation rules is that they must relate

individual actions to specified outcomes. For example, in the

Upper San Pedro basin a specified outcome might be a minimum

groundwater table elevation that will sustain both development

and riparian areas. If individual water resource actions are

not directly related to specified outcomes then achievement of

management goals is less likely.

Community Endowments 

Another criterion for evaluating institutions is not

derived directly from the rules, but should be apparent from

the descriptions of institutional alternatives appearing

above: communities must have the necessary endowments to make

the institutions work.

Operations of several of the alternatives require

significant amounts of financial or other resources that would

not necessarily be available in other communities. Though

certain measures may be taken to enhance community endowments,

such as involving state government in the management

institution, it is not likely that residents of the Upper San

Pedro basin could undertake some of the massive projects

described in the alternatives. Economies of scale and the

population base necessary to support many of the alternatives
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don't exist in the Upper San Pedro basin, and this must be

recognized when evaluating alternatives.

Dependence on Augmentation

Resource characteristics affect institutional

possibilities as much as do community endowments. Rules that

•work well with a resource having a particular set of

characteristics may not work as well with a resource having a

different set of characteristics.

The primary resource characteristic of concern in the

alternatives described above is the availability of water

sources outside the community that can be used to augment

local supplies. All of the alternatives described above (with

the exception of instream flow institutions) involve the

augmentation of local water supplies to at least some degree.

This feature was intentionally included only in the

Orange County alternative, but its consistent appearance in

the other alternatives illustrates the fact that communities

have frequently responded to water scarcity by importing new

supplies. Because the Upper San Pedro basin does not have

ready access to sources of water outside the basin, residents

must be wary of choosing institutional arrangements which are

heavily dependent on augmentation for their success.

Other Considerations 

James Johnson (1980:1058) stated that "western water law

doctrines are often criticized for being inadequate, but the

real reasons for ineffective control and management of
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groundwater may be the failure of consensus -- and not

shortcomings of legal doctrine." The concept of institutions

as a collection of rules used by a community to manage a

resource implies the same thing; unless communities are

willing to accept a substantial amount of coercion to force

compliance with the rules, successful outcomes will not be

achieved without the widespread cooperation of community

members. While not explicitly or comprehensively considered

in this thesis, Upper San Pedro residents may want to consider

the degree to which institutional arrangements encourage

cooperation through features such as information rules that

promote community education and two-way communication,

position and boundary rules that provide community members

with ample opportunities for participation, and payoff rules

that enhance a sense of equity.

Evaluations of Alternative Institutions 

Current Upper San Pedro Water Management Institutions 

There are three separate water management institutions in

the Upper San Pedro basin, so there is no single scope rule

which encompasses surface water, groundwater, and federal

reserved water management. This feature is likely to prevent

the achievement of the specified water management goals,

because it allows for the possiblity that separate

institutions will work at cross purposes to one another.

The two criteria for authority rules are almost entirely

unmet in the current institutions. Very few actions designed
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to achieve the specified management goals are required, and

limitations on actions detrimental to achievement of the

management goals are minimal.

Perhaps the biggest potential problem for the existing

water management institutions is the lack of aggregation rules

relating individual actions to the achievement of management

goals. The prior appropriation, reasonable use, and federal

reserved rights doctrines focus entirely on the rights of

individuals to use water, and do not contain any references to

the achievement of desired resource outcomes.

Existing institutions meet community endowment and

dependence on augmentation criteria; they require very few

management resources and no water is currently imported into

the basin. A primary consideration of basin residents when

contemplating institutional changes will be the degree to

which more comprehensive or active management can also meet

these criteria.

Arizona's Active Management Areas 

Active Management Areas are still Arizona's primary

method for managing groundwater resources, and have been

discussed at length in meetings of the San Pedro Water

Management Council. They meet some but not all of the

criteria specified above.

Scope rules address both water conservation and

augmentation activities, but are directed primarily to the

management of groundwater. Upper San Pedro residents would
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probably want to expand the scope of an AMA to include

management of surface water resources and negotiation with

political entities outside the basin. To adequately cover

both of the management goals specified above, an AMA would not

be able to rely on the same safe yield goal that is used for

AMAs in the Tucson, Phoenix, and Prescott AMAs. The creation

of a new management goal would be possible under existing law:

"The advantage of creating a new AMA is that it offers the

possibility for flexible and creative management goals and

plans. Upon creating a subsequent AMA, the Director can

establish regulations that recognize the unique

characteristics of the watershed for which the AMA was

created" (Leshy and Belanger, 1988:717).

Authority rules of both types are very strong in existing

AMAs, and easily meet the criteria specified above. This is

one of the strongest features of the AMAs when compared to the

other alternatives.

Weak aggregation rules are a problem in the AMAs, because

individual actions are not always related to desired states of

the resource (safe yield). Conservation requirements for

cities, industries, and agriculture are based on "reasonable-

ness" rather than on requirements for achieving safe yield,

and service area expansions, new withdrawal permits, and new

developments are all allowed without corresponding reductions

in groundwater use. AMAS have probably reduced groundwater

consumption, but AMA aggregation rules are not adequate to
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reach the stated resource goals. As was true of the scope

rules, aggregation rules could be changed under existing law

to meet the requirements of a new AMA.

The administration of an AMA requires significant

financial resources. State funds are used for half of these

expenses in existing AMAs, as boundary rules permit the state

of Arizona (DWR) to participate extensively in the

administration of water resources. This implies some loss of

local control, which would bother some residents of the Upper

San Pedro basin. However, this may be an acceptable tradeoff

for the financial, administrative, and technical resources

that state participation could bring to the basin; whether or

not the tradeoff is a desirable one is an issue that must be

left to residents of the Upper San Pedro basin to decide.

Existing AMAs are not an ideal match with resource

characteristics of the Upper San Pedro basin in that existing

AMAs are at least somewhat dependent on sources of outside

water, primarily from the Central Arizona Project. However,

it is not necessarily the case that subsequent AMAs would need

to incorporate new water sources from outside the basin, so

this feature does not rule out the possibility of managing

water resources with an AMA in the Upper San Pedro basin.

Tucson AMA Water Augmentation Authority

The TWAA was the first major attempt to alter

augmentation rules in the state's AMAs. To date, the TWAA is

not sufficiently developed to adequately characterize all of
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its institutional rules. For instance, it's most noticeable

feature at the implementation (rulemaking) level is that the

TWAA has very few specified authorities (it may have more at

some later date; Woodard, 1992). This feature was

intentional, as the TWAA was designed to operate in

conjunction with the Tucson AMA rather than as a substitute

for such management (Woodard, 1992). Residents of the Upper

San Pedro need to take particular note of this fact, as the

TWAA legislation has been discussed as a model for future

Upper San Pedro legislation. As currently constituted, the

TWAA was not designed to stand alone as a rulemaking entity

for the development of water resource policies, and therefore

would not meet the scope criteria.

Authority rules are fairly weak, because there are no

rules restricting activities that are detrimental to

achievement of basin management goals. However, the TWAA does

have the authority to negotiate with other political entities,

which is an authority that would be of considerable use to

residents of the Upper San Pedro in meeting their first

management goal.

Aggregation rules do not meet the established criterion;

the TWAA institution has no rules which relate participant

actions to desired resource outcomes. It is hoped that TWAA

activities will reduce pressure on groundwater resources and

thus contribute to the achievement of safe yield, but no

specific actions are triggered by failure to achieve desired
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states of the resource. Though the TWAA may succeed in

bringing additional surface water to the Tucson basin, it may

also increase water consumption by removing current barriers

to the use of existing water supplies.

Residents of the Tucson basin also have greater financial

resources to build and operate the kinds of facilities that

the TWAA is authorized to use; it is doubtful that resources

would exist to undertake similar activities in the Upper San

Pedro basin without significant state help. This is

especially true of initial "start-up" financing. Initial

financing of the TWAA was greatly enhanced by the preexistence

of the Tucson AMA, because the TWAA was able to receive

immediate funds from the existing Augmentation Fund maintained

by DWR for the Tucson AMA (Woodard, 1992). Without a similar

source of existing funds, start-up procedures for a comparable

agency in the Upper San Pedro would be more difficult.

The TWAA does not easily meet the augmentation dependence

criterion. The Tucson basin has a huge supply of imported

water available, in the form of the CAP. The TWAA's very

existence is in large part due to the desire to take better

advantage of this supply of imported water; the Upper San

Pedro basin has no such source of imported water.

Phoenix Groundwater Replenishment District

The PGRD meets many but not all of the established

criteria. Among those that are met is the scope of the

institution. The PGRD includes management of both surface and
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groundwater in an entire hydrologic basin and addresses both

water supply and water demand. However, it excludes

agricultural water use entirely, though agriculture is a major

participant in water resource issues. It is important to

recognize that provisions of the PGRD system would not work

well with agriculture, and were never intended to include

management of agricultural water.

Authority rules for the conjunctive management of surface

and groundwater, though limited, are the strongest of any

Arizona institution discussed in this thesis. Financing

provisions are also quite strong, at least on paper; because

the PGRD is not yet in operation, it is difficult to determine

whether its financing will work as intended.

The aggregation rules in this institution are

particularly strong, as the credit and debit accounting system

directly ties participant actions to desired states of the

resource (safe yield).

Community endowments in Phoenix and the Upper San Pedro

basin are quite different. The much larger population of the

Phoenix AMA has financial and other capabilities that go well

beyond those available to residents of the Upper San Pedro

basin; it is possible that the types of facilities envisioned

for the PGRD may not be economically feasible for the San

Pedro basin, due in part to economies of scale.

Dependence on augmentation is another problem, as the

primary focus of a replenishment district is the importation
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of enough water to replenish groundwater withdrawn within the

basin. There are several other notable features of the PGRD,

but it is hard to overlook this aspect of its operations.

A short note about equity should also be considered.

Implementation of the PGRD financing scheme would cause a

transfer of money from westside communities that are almost

entirely dependent on groundwater to eastside communities that

have access to Salt River Project surface water supplies.

This potential transfer of wealth is being hotly contested by

the westside communities, and is a prime reason that the PGRD

has not yet been established (Manning, 1992).

Oranae County Water District

The scope rule of the Orange County water management

institution does not encompass actions designed to limit water

demands in the basin, despite a rapidly growing population and

relatively fixed local water supply sources. This arrangement

is feasible only because Orange County is able to raise enough

money from its two million residents to buy its way out of

water supply constraints that would prove to be absolutely

limiting for many other communities. More than anything else,

this alternative demonstrates that the possession of large

community endowments permits the use of institutional

arrangements that could not otherwise be contemplated.

It should also be pointed out that even with these huge

endowments, institutional arrangements in Orange County are

critically dependent on the existence of outside water that
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can be purchased and imported into the basin. This leaves

Orange County residents vulnerable to disruptions in surface

water supplies such as those caused by a sustained drought.

Despite the failure to meet many of the criteria, Orange

County payoff rules may be of interest to Upper San Pedro

residents. The OCWD's Basin Equity Fund rewards those who

work to achieve basin goals (by limiting groundwater

withdrawals to a designated proportion of total supplies) at

the expense of those whose actions are contrary to basin

goals; this or similar innovations in financing may be useful

to Upper San Pedro residents when discussing future

institutional possibilities in the basin.

Kern County

One's first impression of the resource characteristics in

Kern County is that this institution could not possibly meet

the criteria for community endowments or dependence on

augmentation. Unlike the Upper San Pedro basin, Kern County

has enormous quantities of water, huge revenues available for

building water infrastructure, and imports a considerable

amount of water from outside the basin. However, there may be

features of interest to Upper San Pedro basin residents in

this institution.

Kern County has been able to achieve a considerable

amount of success due to improvements in the efficiency of

water use; it successfully matches water supplies with

differing characteristics to water demands that can accept
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those characteristics. If one ignores the tremendous

difference in scale between the water resources of Kern County

and those of the Upper San Pedro, this feature may well

present opportunities worth pursuing in the Upper San Pedro

basin.

The other noticeable feature of this institution is its

innovative payoff rules. The zone of benefit taxation scheme

is a very interesting idea which could help to balance costs

and benefits when institutional activities need to be

concentrated in certain areas. For instance, water management

measures designed primarily to ensure the sustainability of

water supplies in the Sierra Vista area could be financed by

classifying the Sierra Vista area as a zone of higher benefit,

which would then pay more of the costs.

Instream Flow Protection Institutions 

Virtually all of the instream flow protection measures

described in the preceding chapter are a result of state

actions, and thus are beyond the control of local residents.

However, a description of those institutions are still

valuable for at least two reasons.

First, the description of different methods for

protecting instream flows provides context for understanding

the issues that the Arizona state legislature is currently

grappling with. Legislative actions have the potential to

significantly impact water resource activities in the Upper

San Pedro basin and need to be understood.
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Second, the instream flow protection institutions

illustrate the kinds of effects that may result from different

institutional rules and arrangements of rules. For instance,

aggregation rules specifying integration of instream

protection measures into existing prior appropriation systems

(through creation of instream rights) yield only partial

protection, since instream rights are typically junior to

other rights and thus vulnerable during drought years.

Scope rules in Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico restrict

actions to those which take place within streams; actions

impacting instream flows or riparian areas that are not a

direct result of streamflow diversions are not considered,

which once again results in only partial protection and

greater vulnerability of riparian areas.

Both of these issues should be of special concern to

Upper San Pedro residents, since Arizona currently relies on

a prior appropriation aggregation rule and limited scope rules

to manage its instream resources. The implication is that

residents may not be able to rely on existing laws to protect

the riparian areas of the basin.
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CHAPTER 11. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The definition of institutions as collections of rules

used by communities to shape individual and collective

.behavior with respect to a resource is useful when evaluating

alternative institutions. It focuses attention on important

features of institutions, and leads to the formation of

criteria that must be met if institutions are to be

successful. The alternative institutions presented in this

thesis all have features which make them interesting and

possibly even useful to residents of the Upper San Pedro

basin, though none of them comletely addresses achievement of

water management goals in the basin.

Several of the institutions exist in settings

significantly different from that found in the Upper San Pedro

basin, which makes a crucial difference. Residents of the

Upper San Pedro do not have significant sources of water

available for importation into the basin, and yet the

importation of water is often the primary means by which other

areas have dealt with problems of water scarcity.

Similarly, measures taken by other communities to solve

their water resource problems often involve the expenditure of

money or other resources that the Upper San Pedro basin, with

its relatively small population, could not afford. Even with

financial help from the state, residents of the Upper San
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Pedro would not be able to build an extensive network of water

conveyance, treatment, and recharge facilities. This means

that methods chosen to manage water resources in the Upper San

Pedro will have to involve much more modest projects.

However, many of the institutions described above do have

features that may be of use to Upper San Pedro residents.

Several, including Arizona's Active Management Areas and the

Phoenix Groundwater Replenishment District, have strong

combinations of rules which could serve as the foundation for

a comprehensive management institution. Both would need

significant adaptations to meet local needs, but such changes

would not require major changes in existing state law. New

Active Management Areas can be tailored to meet local needs,

and the Phoenix Groundwater Replenishment District is a recent

addition to Arizona's water management efforts that could

easily be adapted for the needs of other communities.

Another Arizona institution, the Tucson Water

Augmentation Authority, contains the only measure which might

be of use in achieving the Upper San Pedro's goal of

protecting its water resources from outside claims. The

Augmentation Authority has the ability to negotiate with other

political entities on behalf of basin residents, which

probably represents the most realistic option for protecting

the basin's water from outside claims.

Several of the institutional alternatives present

opportunities for equitable financing and/or benefit
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distribution that might be successfully emulated in the Upper

San Pedro basin. Orange County's Basin Equity Fund and Kern

County's zone of benefit taxation scheme are perhaps two of

the most innovative and promising in this regard.

Virtually all of the institutions include rules designed

to distribute costs both to specifically designated sectors of

the community and to the community at large. Such rules

probably represent arrangements that have been designed both

for equity and for political feasibility, and therefore may

provide lessons for residents of the Upper San Pedro basin.

Perhaps one of the greatest indicators of the potential

success or failure of institutions with respect to achievement

of their resource goals is the presence or absence of strong

aggregation rules relating individual actions to desired

resource outcomes. Institutional alternatives described above

include examples of aggregation rules to emulate and those to

avoid. For instance, aggregation rules in the existing Active

Management Areas are weak, those in the Water Augmentation

Authority are currenty undefined, and those in the Phoenix

Groundwater Replenishment District are quite strong.

Presentation of instream flow protection measures in

different states may not be directly useful to Upper San Pedro

residents, who don't have much control over methods chosen by

the state to manage instream flows. However, the descriptions

provide context for ongoing discussions of import to the Upper

San Pedro basin, and help to demonstrate ways in which various
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rules and combinations of rules can be used to achieve

different kinds of outcomes.

Perhaps the most important conclusion is that, especially

when compared to other institutions, current institutional

arrangements in the Upper San Pedro basin leave much room for

improvement in their ability to reach stated resource goals.

It is hoped that this thesis will focus discussions on methods

for making such improvements, and thereby lead to water

resources management that better meets the needs of residents

of the Upper San Pedro basin.
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